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WHITNEY MOUNTAIN
Mighty mountain towering skyward
Fourteen thousand feet or more,
Contending giant forces built
Thee up from ocean floor.
F·rom thy wild romantic gorges
Waters bright are rushing free.
To a hundred lakes and lakelets,
Looking on an empty sea.
Stately mountains crowned with
Beauty's king of mountain peaks,
You stand on the line dividing
Verdure from a magic desert land.
--Robert Booth

Inyo Independent, December 27, 1924.
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM, ITS SCOPE, IMP-ORTANCE AND USE
The most ele.vated point in the United States is Mount
Whitney.

Many citizens in the United States. know this.

what more do they know of it?

But.

Some guess that it is in t -he

Sierra Nevada Mountains, some vaguely realize that it is in
California, but how many know of the role Mount Whitney has
played in the development of science., hist-o ry and literature
o£ the west and of the nation?
Statement of the Problem. and Its Importance
During the period from June, 1950 through April 1951,
the writer resided at the eastern foot of Mount Whitney.
While the writer is a native son o£ California, a third of a

century passed before he had availed himself of the opportunity t ·o view this magnificent mountain.

From the initial

glimpse until today, the writer has frequently rais·ed a
question in conver.sation groups:- "Where is the highest point
in the United Stat-es?"

The almost inevitable answer has

been, "In California," or "Someplace in the Sierras _fSierr~·"
-

In August of 1950, an unfortunate mountain climbing
accident focused news spotlights on Mount Whitney. .E very
major news service in the United States had dispatched representatives to cover the -s tory of the deaths of Christopher
Smith Reynolds and Steve Wasserman on the treacherous east

2

face o~ Mount ~tney. 1

The reporters deluged the Inyo

County Library with requests for background data on this
lofty mass

o~

rock.

The library was unable to provide con--

-cise, accurate, up-to-date material t -o- these_ reporters •

For

a county library to be unable to supply data on a historic
and world-famous point within its domain was professionally

-embarrassing, to say the least.
During this period of time curiosity led the writer

or

this paper to the same library :for information about the

"intriguing view- of Mount Whitney from his front porch.

When

informed of the dearth of infonnation on the subject and the

fact that no single compilation of available data had ever

been made it became apparent that- t -he writer could perform a
public -service and concurrently fulfill the requirements for

master's thesis by preparing a history of this mountain.

A

survey of other related agenc-ies and individuals -- Inyo

National Forest, Sequoia-Kings Canyon National Park, Tulare
County Library, Mrs. Dorot-hy C:ragen, Inyo County Superintendent ot Schools, and the Lone Pine Chamber of Commerce __
indicated a demand and need for such -a study._
Statement of Limitations
A .c omplete hist-o ry of Mount Whitney must include references- to the sciences of geology, astronomy
1

News item in the Inyo Independent

,

met

1
eoro ogy,

,._;,.~-;.:::;:.:;~-~· Augu-s t 18, 1950.

3

botany and biology.

This history must also encompass some

references t ·o literary and artistic accomplishments ·o f a
number o£ persons who were familiar ·-~th
the mount a 1n.
... .~..

Need-

less to say, t -h e writer o£ this paper is not an expert in
each of these fields.

It is therefore necessary to rely upon

the so-called authorit·ies in presenting certain data in this

paper.

For example, the chapter on Geological and Archeol·o g-

ical ·History of Mount Whitney includes in£.-ormati.on and geological theories that are th.e subject of -considerable controversy within the fi -eld of ge.o logy.

Necessarily, some of the

authorities who have written on geology in the Whitney area
·c onducted their field work many years ago.

In consequence,

it will be noted that in this f'ield of geo~ogy much ·of the

writer's con·c·l usions are based on the work of Andrew

c.

Lawson, formerly head of the Department of Geology, University

of California.

Mr. Lawson's geological theories and ideas

are the subject of much debate among present-day geologists.
Not being. an authority in this fi·e ld, the writer has present-ed

the most important geological facts concerning Mount Whitney,
leaving the reader free to evaluate the .relative merits of

Lawson's conclusions with those of Knop£ or Matthes.
Where fields beyond the educational or personal experi-

ences o£ t ·he writer are concerned, the pertinent facts have
been presented with reference made to authorities within the
particular field. · The writer has att-empted to remain impartial

and has· t .r ie.d to avoid any slant in his writing.

Where

+ _ _ _ __ _...,_- - . -- .

1
!
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I

personal pre·judices may have influenced the words of the

f

writer, appropri-a te warning has been made to the reade·r.
Definition o£ Terms
Mount Whitnei•

The highest peak in the United Statas.

Located on the border of Inyo and Tulare c·o unties of California, also on the border
Kings National Park.

or

Inyo National Forest and Sequoia-

For administrative purposes, declared

within the domain of th& National Park.

The exact location

is ll8° 17·• 29" West longitude, 36° 44' 44" North latitude,

.
as recorded on Beneh Mark 14,501 (United States Geodetic

Survey).
A number of technical terms will be employed in thi·s
study.

Since they will apply to specific incidents, they

will be defined as used.
Organization of the Remainder of the Thesis
The following chapter is a discussion of previous
studies and literature concerning Mount Whitney.

This chap-

ter also will include procedures ~played and sources of information used in this study.
Chapter III will consist of the geological history of
Mount Whitney a~d its relation to man in the era of time before 1864.

Chapter IV will be devoted to the discovery, as-

·c ent and naming of the mountain.

Chapter V will indicate the

place Mount Whitney has earned in the world of science.

iI
)

The

::;: ;1~T:~·w

.. ·· ar• ·-

tt

5
role of Mount Whitney in literature and the motion picture
i ·n dustry will be discussed in Chapter VI.

Chapter VII will

recount the various ascents of the mountain with particular·
attention given to present-day approaches and trails leading
thereto.

~he final chapter will summarize the findings of

this study.

~

·r ·nr £
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE AND SOURCES OF INFORMATION
The bibliography of this pape-r is some indication of
the -amount of written material available on Mount Whitney.
However, perusal of the bibliography will also indicate the
sketchiness ot many items and the widely scattered reposi..
tories of a number of the papers, books and periodicals. ·
General Data
The single comprehensive work concerning Mount Whitney
is Francis P. Farquhar's "The Story of Mount Whitney."
-

•

•

This

t

work is a four-part story printed in the Sierra Club Bulletin
in the issues of February, 1929, February, 1935, F'e bruary,
- 1
1936 1 and May 1 1937.

Mr. Farquhar's. treatment of thi·s sub-

ject i.s excellent; however, the widely-spread publication
dates make the story difficu1t to utilize as a handy reference.
The earliest literature di-s covered by this writer is
the typed copy ot the Journal. ~ William 1!• Brewer, Prof-es·sor
of Agriculture at the Sheffield {Connecticut) Scientific

School £rom lg64 to 1903.

This manuscript c.o ntains a diary

entry for July 7, 1g64, which, with subsequent entries., describes the original sighting of )1ount Whitney in July, 1S6t..

1 Francia P. Farquhar, "The Story of Mount Whitney,"
.Sierra Club Bulletin Part I, 14-: 39-52, February, 1929.
·
.Part li,. 20:81-93, F~bruary, 19J5. Part III, 21.:6-4-75,
February, 1936 •. Part IV, 32:75-gg, May, 1937•

7
by Clarence King.

2

Mr. King's own book, Mountaineering

!n !h!

Sierra Nevada, published in 18·7 2, describes his ascent o£
Mount Whitney, or at least the ascent of what he believed to
be Mount. Whitney.3
The first ment.i .o n o£ Mount Whitney in official docu-

ments appears to be in Geological Survey £! California,

volume I ., . the offi.c ial report. of Joshia Dwight Whitneyl s
survey o£ California in 1865·. 4

The first official map to

show Mount Whitney was drawn by Carl Hoffman, cartographer
for the Whitney survey party.;

The Plan of Rese.arch
The plan began with investigation of libraries in
geographic ·proximity to Mount Whitney: the Inyo County
Library, the Tulare County Library, Visalia City Library.
The libraries of the Inyo National Forest and Sequoia-Ki-n gs

Canyon National Park were also searched for pertinent data.
From the archives of these public agencies, the writer was
2 Francis P. Farquhar, editor, !!E and ~ Cali.fomi:a
in· 1860-1864 (New Haven, Conne-c-t icut: Yal'i'"1Jn~verslty Press,
1930), P• 532.
3 Clarence King, Mountaine~ring in the Sierra Nevada
(Boston: James R. Osgood and Company, 1~21.

4 Joshia D. Whitney, Geological Survey ~ California,
Vol. I (Philadelphia: Caxton Press of Snerman and Company,
1865).
5 Roderi-ck Peattie, The Sierra Nevada (New York: The·
Vanguard Press, 19~7), p. 6~

I

.

i'

I
able to prepare a list o£ persons and subjects related to
the mountai-n.

In some cases, it was possible to interview

persons, near relatives and friends o£ people who had pa-rticipated in exploration, trail building, and scientific or cultural events connected with Mount Whitney.
With this background information, the next step was
to visit the major California libraries, namely: California
State Library, Bancroft Library at the University of California, Los Angeles -City Library, Huntington Library and those
of Stanford University, and the University of Southern California.
P~rsonal

Interviews

Considerable information and data were gained from
interviews wi.t -h -Mr. Francis P=. Farquhar, and with Mr. Robert.
Orr at the California Academy of Sciences.

Mrs. Gustafe

Marsh of Lone Pine was most generous in granting an interview
and in allowing the writer to see and use letters and phot:O-

graphs reminiscent of her husband's struggle in building a
trail to Mount Whitney.
Technical details of mountain climbing were provided
by Norman Clyde, who has _p robably climbed more Sierra peaks

than any other man.

Mr. Clyde also holds the honor of being

the first white man to ascend the east face o£ Mount Whitney.

j
9

FIGURE 2.
THE EAST FACE OF MOUNT WHITNEY

Taken .from the cirque above Whitney Portals.
by Bob Gillis, Lone Pine, California.

Photo

'

CHAPTER III
THE GEOLOGY AND ARCHEOLOGY OF MOUNT WHITNEY
! .

A 1ook at Mount Whitney and its neighbors immediately
brings to mind

~he

thought of the tortured movements mother

earth endured in producing this awe-inspiring sight.

This

mountain rises over 10,000 feet above the floor of the Owens
Valley; it towers 6,000 .feet above Whitney Portals, the

nearest point to the mountain that can be re-a ched by automobile.

·The east .fac·e o.f the mountain is a sheer cliff of

rocky flutes and spires that ri.ses nearly 4,000 .feet.

How

do geologists explain this violent vertical thrust of the
earth?

The Geological History of Mount Whitney
Geology in many respects ne-ces-sari.l y fails to be an
exact science, particularly in respect to ·c hronology.

zoic, Mesozoic, and

Cenoz~ic

Paleo-

eras are geological time periods

involving at least millions of years, in some cases billions
of years.

Hence, historically speaking, the exact age of the

mountain is vague.

According to Francois E. Mat.t hes, Whitn-ey

is probably a million years o.ld.
zoic era.

This places it in the Ceno-

He further contends that some thirty-five to

forty-five million years ago the entire area ~urrounding
Mount Whitney was a rolling plain upon which the dominant
point was "Whitney Hill,w some 1,500 feet above its surround-

ing plain, but still. a part of a pre-Sierra Nevada Range.

~-~.::;._
--Ir..:r:=a?#i,..7·X -- - · -:;.· ----

-· ·;- . . .... ·· ·

~ ~-- --· ..-..._:_..
.

. ..
.. ..
--- ·---- ····-··- ---
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Thirty-five to forty-five million years ago, geologically
speaking, between the

~ocene

Epoch -and the Paleocene Epoch,

a violent earth movement or series of earth movements, raised

Mount Whitney to its present dominating _position.l
At this point in the geological history of Mount
-Whitney, disagreement among authorities is encountered.
Today, most geologists theorize that an entire area, including the pres-e nt -Owens Valley, rose above its previous position.

Later, what is now the Owens Valley, sank to its

approximate present level leaving the Sierra Nevada for a
western boundary and the Inyo Range on the east.
geological phenomena -called block faulting.

A

This is a

few geologists

back the hypothesis of the Sierra and the Inyo Ranges merely
pushing upward from the then existing level which is at present t -he Owens Valley, but -this theory is rapidly passing from
favor. 2
While there is controversy as to the exact nature of
the way Mount Whitney achieved its lofty place in the Sierra
Range, there is general agreement that there were at least
two earth movements in the process.

Andrew Lawson places

the initial uplift near the beginning a£ the Quaternary
1 Francois E. Matthes, "The Geologic History of Mount
Whitney," Sierra~ Bulletin, 22:1-18, February, 1937·
z·Interv-1ew with Howard Coombs, Pro£essor of Geology,
University of Washington, Seattle, May 25, 1954·

~

.. -.. ·•.r.;,-:• ··-

1.3

~ time.J-

Thi.s is modified by Adolph Knopf' who places this de-·

I velopment n • • • subsequent to early Pliocene t .ime. n4
i second uplift came af'ter a long peri-od or stabili.t y.

The

Lawson

: places t ·h is later movement in the late Quaternary time~ 5 but
Knopf' modifies this estimate by saying, " • • • assignment to
the early Quaternary time

Ll~ more probable." 6

Thus, Mount Whitney was

. tory is st-ill not up t ·o date.

born~

but its geological his-

The ·eastern edge of the Sierra

Nevada Range is one of the most vivid examples of £aulting.
It is believed that the second uplift of the Sierra involved

a vertical movement of 6,000 feet.7

In the millions of ·years

since this action, there undoubtedly have been several earth
movements ·in this area, none .p erhaps as se-v ere or intense· as
the one delegated to the Quaternary era, but according to

modern measurement of earth shocks, they were severe.

Recorded

' J ''
I

history r4 the area mentions the earthquake of 1872, which
was- comparable to the San Francisco earthquake o:f 1906.

Fault

scarps of the 1g72 quake clearly show vertical movements a·s

3 Andrew c. Lawson, "The Geomorphogeny of the Upper

Kern Basin," Bulletin o£ ~Department £!Geology, Universitz
ot: California, 3:.364, February, 1904.
4 Adolph Knopf, "A Geologic Reconnaissan-ce of the
Inyo Range and the East·ern .Slope of the Southern Sierra
Nevada, California," Professional Paper No. _110, United

States Geological Survey (Washington, D.C..: Government Printing Of.fice, 1918), p. 87.

5

-

Lawson, ~· ~·, p • .365.

6 Knopf, £E• £!!., P• gg.
7 Matthes, .2E· ill• ,. p. 11.

! .

~
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L·,

,i"I
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great as twenty-five feet.

Since this movement occurred be-

fore accurate measurement of the peak, its effect is unknown.
Also_, no major quake has dis.turbed the area since it was-

first measured by barometric pressure readings in 1873, or
its actual measurements in 1928.

~
I

I

'i

i'
I

Re_p orts from India that

;

·-

faults resulting from a recent earthquake may have raised
Mount Everest 200 or more feet give rise to speculative
,_

thinking about how Mount Whitney may be growing or shrinking.g
In viewing Mount Whitney through a geologist's eyes,

there are s.till two major questions to be answered.

"'

1,1 ~·

Was the

peak effected by glacial act ion, and has t -he mountain' s height
I.

suf£ered from erosion?

Apparently the summit of Mount Whitney

e-scaped the ravages of the Ice Age.

The illustration-s on

pages 70 and 110 clearly show there is no polish effect on the

:1

~~
II .

,I
!,
-

I

I,

Ii

summit of Whitney, such effect being the outstanding evidence
of glaci-a l action on such a surface.

)I

I
i

The sides of Whitney

are cirques that plainly indicate the formation of large ice
bod-ies.

In fact, b-odies of ice -s till exist in the area ad-

jacent to Mount Whitney.

There is a mass of ice under the

east face of Whitney that may or may not be a glacier.

(Ice

masses that no longer move are not glaciers, and unfortunately
there has been no recent study of the movement of ice masses
in this area. )
8 "Record Quake in Assam," Sc-ience News Letter,
58:132, August 26, 1950.
Interview with Howard Co.omb-s, Professor of Geology,
University of Washington, Seattle~ .May 25, 1954·

.

I
j

I· .

'
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Concerning erosion of the peak, there appears to be
little.

:

;

Matthes says what erosion does o.ccur is of the niva-

·;
'

''

tion type -- melting snow enters the cracks in ro.ck.s .and
splits the rocks by freezing.

How serious t.hia is or how

fast it i& wearing away the peak is unknown.

It is perhaps
::·'· .

twelye to sixteen feet in the million years since the Ice Age
began.9

Since most of the snow falling on the summit of

Mount Whitney is blown off, erosion of the peak would appear

'

J' . ~

to be a negli-g ible .factor.
l

1· :
( i.

Archeology and Mount Whitney

, I·
f

c

Today, there are men who cannot resist the call of a
high mountain.

Lofty summits appear to lure them into risk-

1

1.

ing life and limb and enduring untold hardships for the thrill
and satis£action of achieving some sublime height.

Whether ·

·.

,'. ! .

·. r:
i ;.

or not this country's aborigines were imbued with this sam-e

l.;.

desire i .s not known.

v

Ethnologists maintain that to the Western

Ame-r ican Indian., one mountain was much like another.

They

further state that .u nless there was some reason to climb

~!

I

l

.

.a

mountain, such as the presence of game, it is doubtful if
the Indians would climb a particular _p eak.

There is no con-

crete evidence that ·Indians climbed Mount Whitney or that
they held any particular regard for this peak.

Clarence

:,

King ·tells of finding an arrow on the summit of the mountain

9 Matthes,

.QE•

ill•,

P• 16.•.

;·

:

-

'71

I
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he climbed in 1864. 10

but Mount Langley.

However, this was not -M ount Whitney,

Several persons have announced the find-

ing of obsidian chips on Mount Whitney.

Since obsidian was

used extensively for making arrowheads i -n this region, it
.could be deduced that Indians- had visited the peak.

Norman

-Clyde, probably the man who knows Mount Whitney the most in-

timately, has, howeve-r, expressed the opinion that these may
have- been dropped by white visitors to the peak. 11
In the 1880's, the-re was a .story circulated by Reverend

.

'

area referred to the peak as "Too-man-go-yah" or "Two-man-iThis title was translated as "very old man."

.

The-

-

Indians belieTed that the great spirit who presided over the
destiny

or

their peop.l-e had his home in that mountain, and

from _that great height observed the Indians and their be-

havior.12

However, this legend o£ "Too-man-go-yah" is not

as lfidely a~cepted among the Indians of the Owens- Valley as
is the legend

or

"Winnedumah."

This monolith of sandstone

on the crest of the White Mountains- east o£ Independence is
visible f'rom s -ome distance and is much more striking when

viewed from the valley £loor than is Mount Whitney.

13

lO King, ~· ~., P• 277•
11 Interview with Norman Clyde, resident of Big Pine,
Inyo County, California, February 22, 1951 ~
12 w. B. Wallace, ;,A Night- on .Mt. Whitney," !!!• Whitney
Club Journal, l:g, May, 1902.
l.3 W. A.. Chalfant, The Story

Conkley Company, 1922),

,_

-I

Frederick H. Wales of Visalia that the Indians- of the Whitney

go-yah."

'· -

pp:-39-40.

!!!

Inyo (Chicago: W. B.

,,.,

I!
t!
'
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The region just east

o~

Mount Whitney probably was

first visited by white men in 1829 by J·e dediah S • .Smith., and
in 183.3 by Captain Joe Walker who was to gain later fame with
the Fremont Expeditions.

The· name of this region, the Owens

Valley_, was bestowed by -F remont in honor of Richard Owens.
Fremont had met Walker and Owens in 1845-, and named the valley
for this ·valuable friend though Owens was never in the valley
to see the lake and river that became his namesakes. 1 4

To the west, exploration by white people was no doubt
carried on before 1845, but no actual record of exact explorations exists.

The first white settlement adjacent to

the Mount Whitney area in the San Joaquin Valley was in
1852. 1 5

f

j

'

'

l:
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i
\
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j

~

. ·u Ibid.,

pp. 42-48.

15 George W. Stewart, "MOUJ?-t Whitney R:gion" (unpublished manuscript in the Mount Wh1t~ey C~ub F~le of the
Tulare County Library, Visalia, Cal1~orn1a) Ln.d~.

j
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CHAPTER IV
THE D.ISCOVERY, EARLY EXPLORATION AND NAMING
; ;

Early explore-r s of the western part of the North
American .c ontinent experience-d severe hardships in their
search for gold, waterways and habitable areas.

The dee:ert
I'

wastes and snow-clad peaks were obstacles that impeded the

way to wealth.
valleys.

' i

The pioneers sought gold or farm land in the

Their interest was in discovering the most acces--

sible passage through the maze of granite called the Sierra
NeTada.

Thus, a search £or high peaks or places was seldom

undertaken by the Spanish ,or by the later white pioneers in

the California region.
Shortly after California was admitted to statehood,

the California legislature commissioned Josiah Dwight Whitney
t -o mak.e. a geological survey of the state.

Unfortunately,

the legislators were primarily interested in the economic
aspects of the geological survey, while Whitney was desirous

ot conducting a complete scientific exploration of the geological gold mine, California.

This lack of common purpose

prevented fulfillment of Professor Whitney's de·s ires, a.nd
also caused the early Californians to neglect much valuable
information that was obtained by the Whitney survey party.

i
~

I

i

:f

'

The Discovery
In the summer of 1864, a group of the Whitney survey

-----....;;;:........-----···~--- .. . . .
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party~ working under the immediate

direction of Professor

William H. Brewer, entered the Sierra Nevada Range near

Visalia for the purpose of mapping and explo·ring the area.
On July 2, 1864, Professor Brewer and Charles E. Hoffman,

topographer

or

the survey party, climbed a mountain.

Baro-

graph readings told them that the .mountain they were on was

l.J, 600 .feet high (Mount Silliman).

This was at le·a st 1,aoo·
feet higher than they had anticipated the mountains in this
region to be.

Furthermo.re, to the east there were at least

a dozen mountain pe·ak.s that were con.s iderably higher than the
one on whi·ch they stood. 1 That evening., while discussing· the

towering peaks to the east, an unusually ambitious volunteer
assistant on the survey became fired with desire to explore
this lofty area.

After considerable begging for permissio.n ,

Professor Brewer allowed Clarence King and another assistant

to try and reach the high peaks discovered during the day's
operations.

On July 4, 1S64, Clarence King and a man called

LCottei7, 2 ·equipped with six

Dick

days provisions, started

.

orr· to

the high peak area east of Visalia.

King and Dick rejoined the Brewer group.

rough.

.

Five days later
The going had been

Dick's boots had been torn off and he returned with

his f"eet wrapped in £lour sacks.

They climbed a mountain

.l Francis P. F·a rquhar, editor, !IE.!!!£ .9.2!!!! California
in 1660-18~4 (New Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press,
!9)0) J p·. 24.
2 Clarence King, Mountaineer!~ !11 the Sierra Nevada
(New ·york: W. w.. Norton and Company, nc. ,~35), P· 14.
,

i

I
i
i

I

j
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14,360 feet high (Mount Tydall,, 14,025 .feet) and had seen
five peaks that were sti.l l higher • .3

Farquhar states that

from Mount Tydall, King and Dick saw and named Mount William-

son and Mount Wbitney.4
At this point, Professor Brewer's Journal and the official report of the .Whitney Geological Survey of' California
diverge in their a-ccounts of' King's attempts to climb Mount
Whitney.

.I

The Brewer Journal states that ·King and Dick spent

the period July 4 to July 9 on their exploratory tr1p.5

!

No

further .mention is made of other attempts to reach the high

peaks reported in the eastern Sierra.

The official Geological

Survey ,2! Cali:fornia states that "On July 14-, Mr. Ki·ng and

two .soldiers again started for Mount Whitney :from Visalia."
This attempt apparently utilized the Hockett Trail since
·King had reported the peak was inaccessible from the north-

west or west.6
Neither of the above described assaults was successful.
It was not until lA?l, a lapse ·of seven years, that King was
able to embark upon another -a ttempt to ful.fi.l l his ambition

to conquer Mount Whitney.

I

ir ,

3 Farquhar, .!m• cit., P• 527 •

4 -

Ibid., P• 532.
5 . ..
~- J pp.

524££.

6 .Joslah D. Whitney, Geological Survey of~ala~~~;a,
Volume I (Philadelphia: Caxton Press of Sherman
P y,
1865), p. -)88.

I
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The First Recorded Ascent
The story of this first ascent is told in Clarence
King's book Mountaineering

.!!!

~

Sierra Nevada..

The peril-

ous climb described in this book would lead the reader to
think that King had ac.compli shed the impossible..

However,

most of Xing's critics are agreed that he was. prone to embellish his iiterary attempts with grandiose achievements. 7
It would be charitable to suggest that if the account in this
book is correct_, Mr. King went out of his way in choosing the
difficult routes in ascending Mount Whitney.

This· should not

be taken to mean that climbing Mount Whitney is a task com;

parable. to an afternoon's stroll through the park.

An in-

spection of a topographic map or aeria1 photograph of the
Whitney area will disprove thi.s thought, but the ascent is
not abnormally hazardous.
King's account of the ascent describ-es tortuous ter-

. !

ritory covered in the climbing task and reaches a climax with
a tremendous mountain storm of swirling clouds and vivid
lightning flashes.

While -on this lofty and lonely mountain

peak, King, the conqueror·, discovered an arrow.

This symbol

of habitation detracts £rom the glamor of a first ascent, but

..
!

j"
II

':

the hopes of King were raised as he realized that he was
probably the first white man to set foot on this mountain.
! .

7 Donald G. Siefel, "Clarence King -- A Biographical
and Analytical Study" unpublished Master's thesis, The
University of Washington, Seattle, 1950), ·P· 27.

i'
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King's book was duly published in the United States and
abroad.

T.he publication was noted and criticized in the

!!-

pine Jou-r nal or May,. lg72. 8

The publication
of controversy.

.or

King's book brought down a storm

The -greatly exaggerated, hazardous ascent

of Mount Whitney has been mentioned.

That King's account of

the trip's perils was in error could be surmised_ from a report
in the Inyo Independent for August 10, 1872.

This article

announced that Sheriff Mulkey of Inyo County, his wife and

daughter were on Mount Whitney on August 6, 1872.

Mrs. Mulkey
- -~

and her daughter claimed credit for being the first women on
the summii of Whitney.9
. In the Sacramento Union for August 16, 1872, there
-appeared an article extracted from the Inyo Independent of

August 16, lt'72. (apparently a typographi.cal error in dates)
--

in which ·Sheriff Mulkey, W. T. Grant and George Foster are
reported to have made a trip to Whitney on July 19 on horseba_c k "riding w1 thin three .r·e et of the ·monument Clarence King

erected to ·commemorate his triumph in making the perilous (?}
10
ascent. "

.

The August 17, 1872 issue o£ the Inyo Independ-e nt

•_ i

.'

l

I .
I

i
g

!h!

.

Alpine Journal, 5:389~96, May, 1872.

I,

9 News item in the Inyo Independent, August .1 0, 1872.
10 News item in the Sacr~ento Union, August 16, 1872.
(This it-em was not noted in the microfiliii copies of the Inyo
Independent on file at the Huntington Library. _)

I! .
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carries a more detailed story o£ the trip made by the Mulkey

family.

The sheriff is credited with making a trail to the

peak and stating that he discovered three monuments- o£ rock
on the peak.

T-h e oldest one was erected by William Bellows

in lg64. 11
The Mount Whitney Controversy
The st-ories of the Mulkey family trip were a startling

disc-overy; .however, the limited circulation of the Inyo

!!!-

dependent prevented the news from reaching Clarence King at
this time.

This report evid-e nt.ly did start -a chain of seri-

ous and humorous- investigations of Mount Whitney, it·s location,
height, name and .fi-rst ascender.
In the- regular meeting of the California Academy of
Sciences on August 4, 1873, a report £rom W. A. a·oodyear,

civil engineer, was read, which revealed that King did not
climb Mount Whitney in 18'71, but a false Mount Whitney.

Mr.

Goodyear, in company with a Mr. M. W. Belshaw, had climbed the
same false Mount Whitney on July 27, 187,3 ..- These men had
taken observations of the real Mount Whitney and discovered
it to be )00 to 400 feet higher than the fals-e Mount Whitney.l2

l l News 1 t em in the In yo Independent ,_ August 17, 1872.

12 w. A. Goodyear, "On the Situation and Altitude of
Mount Whitney,n ProceediBfs of~ California Academz of .
Sciences 1871-7~,.Vol. 5 San Francisco, Ca!irornia: Ci!ifornia Academy of~c1ences, 1873-4), PP• 1.39-44.
.
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From the re.p orts on the Proceedings

2f. the California

Acade!f of Sciences, King learned of his error in 1871 and
immediately started for the Pacific Coast to rectifY the
mistake. · Local Inyoites proceeded to investigate all the
various claims of ascents or sighting of highest mountain.
The following account of a·s cents or alleged ascents

of Mount Whitney is difficult to report in correct chronological ·order.

The charges of liar and countercharges of

prevarication among the disputants make it difficult, if not
impossible, to determine who ·was on the real Mount Whitney.
The writer will present the claims in the order in which they

were made public:
Visalia Delta, September 11, 1B7J..
Clarence King passed through here Sunday loaded with instruments- to make Mount Whitney as high as he wishes and
locate it where he wants it.
Inyo Independent., September 13 ,. 1g73.
-·

.·

Mr. A. H. Johnson, c. D. Begole and John Lucas on August
17 were on .Sneep Mountain and decided to go to the . real

Mount Whi.tney.

San Francisco Daili Evening Bulletin, September 27, 187J.
c·e rro Gordo
Sept. 16, 187J
Editor Independent: Your paper on the 13th inst-a nt contains a . paragraph to the effect that A. H. Johnson., C. D.
Begole and John Lucas asc-ended Mount Whitney pro,Per. According to their own statement, they never was Lsi~ on
the mountain. Abe Leyda, Wm. Crapo, Mr. Rabe, w. L.
Hunter and myself are the only persons- that ever were on
the summit of the present Mount Whitney. Mr. Rabe took

-

· .,.
I
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the altitude and found i t to be over 15,000 £eet several
hundred £eet higher than Clarence King's Mount Whitney.
Yours,
T.. M. M'Donough.
Inyo Independent, September 27, 1873.
Four men £rom Independence have set out to the peak of

Haunt Williamson where they will boil water in an effort
to prove it higher than Whitney.

· The Inyo Independent, October 11, 1873 cited the controversy about the highest peak in the area, and noted that
some have called the tallest one Fisherman's Peak., but the
editor suggests the title, "Dome of Inyo.n

It also reported

that the party of M. W. Be·l shaw, Charles Rabe, W. L. Hunter,
Wm. Crapo and T. M. McDonough discovered that the true bear.

-

.

ing ,of the dome of Mount Whitney was .N 53

0

0

instead of N 67 W.

This error was due ·to local magnetic attraction.

This party

also. discOTered the- dif£eren-ce in altitud-e of the two peaks
was 367 £e-et instead

or

900 fe.e t.

Inzo Independent, October 25, 1873·
Oct. 22, 187J
Editor Independent·: • • • c. Rabe' s report in which he
does not claim first ascent £or the Belshaw Party, but
that he planted his barometer on the monument built by
their predecessors.
We Cound nothing to indicate the presence of white men
on the peak before us.

. . . . . . . . . . . ·- . . . , . . . . . . . . . . •·
...

John Lucas
A. H. Johnson

C. D. Begole

!.

'.

I

J
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InyCJ! Independent, November 1, 1g73.
Oct. 28, 1873
Editor Independent: The Immortal three, Lucas, Johnson
and Begole, claim to have ascended Moun~ Whitney in i a
day. This ascent took. A. Leyda and myselr 2i days and
King took J days.

I!

I
j

The immortal three claim to ·have ascended the paak from
the· West on the Southwest sid·e . Such an ascent would
not add to ones old age.

On the 15th day of August, 1873 Mr. A. Leyda and myself
ascended Mount Whitney and at that time there- was not a
solitary track of man, horse or mule, . . . ..
• • • .Our barometer and le·v el found it ·to be the highest
peak in that grand cluster and higher than any other peak
in the United States of which we have any record.
~

Carl Rabe did not make t ·he first .b-arometric readings on
the peak .as stated by Professor Goodyear. Rabe asked·
Crapo- ·to lead the Belshaw party, which party £ound tracks
left by· Crapo and Leyda. Crapo claims a record of his
ascent was in San Francisco at least 10 days before the
immortal three claimed to have made their climb.
Inyo Independent, November 1, 1873.
In view of the solid sides in the Mount Whitney dispute
the Independent editor re£uses to know anything about it.

In the Inyo Independent, November g, 1873, a letter
to the editor-£rom T. McDonough repeats and verifies the
claims advanced by Mr. Crapo in his letter of October 28,

1873.
The Inyo Independent, November 15, 1873 contains a
.
.
letter to the editor from Messrs. Lucas, Johnson and Begole.
These gentlemen claim that Mr. Crapo is a liar and allege
that when the Rabe party neared the peak of the mountain
they were measuring, that Crapo rushed ahead to throw over

27

the eli£! the signs left by the immortal three.

They further

claim that Crapo and Leydo mad-e their ascent on August 20.

They also claim Leydo refused to sign ·th-e Crapo letter.
Reconciling the Claims
Who was the first to ascend Mount Whitney?
what mountain is Mount Whitney?

Exactly

The writer will attempt to

make a logical analysis of the _foregoing mat-erial.
In lg64, a Wm. Bellows climbed a mountain which from
the floor of the Owens Valley appears to be the highest peak
in this region of the Sierra.

This _peak is located at 118°

14' W longitude and 36° 31' N latitude~
Cochrane Mountain..

This is officially

It. has been also known- as Sheep Mountain

and false Mount Whitney in the present account.

Rand McNally

maps frequ-ently li-s t the peak as Mount Langley-.

Mount Cochrane is the peak from which Mr. Goodyear observed the higher Mount Whitney on July 27, 1872.

At this

time no att-empt was made to ascend the higher mountain.
Mr. -crapo claims that he and Mr. Leydo climbed the

real Mount Whitney on August 15, 187)..

Messrs. Johnson,

Begole a-n d Lucas were on Mount Cochrane on August 17 and
.
13
decided to climb the- real Mount. Whitney.
The editor of" the Independent was most unwise in
:·

l} News item in the Inyo ~ndependent, September 13,

187J.
1873.

News item in the Sacramento Union, September 18,

i'I

i·
!'
I

:· t

.u

refusing to enter this controversy.

Hi.s. failure to investi-

gate fully the rival claims is evident today and becomes
important.

However, one would suspect that his concern at

the moment was dictated by circulation and the popularity of
his publication.
Unfortunately, the rival claimants were not of a
scientific mind, but were rival miners or guides.

Mr.

Goodyear was a civil engineer and Mr. Rabe was employed by
the California State Geological Survey and entered the scene
at the request of M. W. Belshaw, owner of the Cerro Gordo
Mine.

The others, Johnson, Begole, Lucas, Crapo, Leydo and
.

.

McDonough carried on the in£amous disput-e.
The claims of Crapo carry a ring of insecuri.t y.

His

claimed date of ascent, August 15·, is. somewhat refuted when
he says records of this ascent were in San Francisco ten days
before the rival party claimed ascent on August 17.

Further

evidence. or Crapo's unstable character may be drawn from a
report in the Inyo Register, January 5, 1893 in which it is
announced that William Crapo had been charged ~th murdering
the postmaster at Cerro Gordo.
by

The alleged murder was caused

a minor election dispute.
Carl Rabe was the only member of these early parties

who has .left ·an accurate account of the first official ascent
o£ Mount Whitney.

This _partY left Lone Pine September 3,

1g73, and in the late- afternoon of September 5, 1g73 reached
the summit.

The official barometer read 17.g4J" Hg.

Rabe

II

J

.~
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stated
At 2:20 p.m. I hastened to pack my barometer, compass,
etc., and taking a half dollar from my pocket I engraved
my name and date ~pon it and deposited it among ·the rocks
of the monument. 1 4
No builder of the monument is recognized.
'

The Goodyear report, "On the Situation and Altitude
15·
.
of Mount Whitney,n
came to Clarence King's attention while

I

·J

.,

he was. traveling by train to California in the month of Sep-

:1

tember 1873.

i.

King took great ·pains to thank Goodyear for

taking such effort to correct the error of 1871, an error

'.

~

that King

philos~phically

accepted as "ill-lu-ck."

The in-

domitable. King again set foot for Mount Whitney upon his
arrival in the Golden State.

He enlisted the aid of two

residents of Tule River tc accompany him in this final assault.

This foray is described in Mountaineering in the Sierra

Nevada16 . with somewhat less vigorous phrases than is the initial tale of climbing our· highest mountain.

Nonetheless,

the story ia embellished with incidents. of a "watermelon

colic" that laid King out for thre-e days.

Shortly .after

~

·recovering from -this malady, one of the Tule River accomplices
was forced to return to his home by altitude si.ckness...

King's

restraint is perhaps best demonstrated by the following passage.
1 4 Ca,rl Rabe, The Ascent o£ Mount Whitney (Berkeley_,

California ln.nJ 1881JT'; p. 10. -

15 .Q!. .!!!ll, p • 23 •
16 cr. ~, p. 21.
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I spare the reader the· days of snow a·n d sleet we spent
under a temporary shelter constructed of blankets. I
pass over the elaborate system of riverlets, which forever
burrowed n~w channels and originated future geography
under our tent.l7

The days of described snow and sleet become less impressive when it is recalled that King's final Mount Whitney
expedition left Tulare on September 7 and arrived at the peak
o:f Whitney

on September 19.

During the intervening twelve

days, three were spent in camp with the eolic.

Nine days

from Tulare to Mount Whitney would seem to indicate a reasonable rate . of travel, cons ide ring the t .errain, California 1 e

September temperatures, and the year, 1873.
The famous California naturalist, Jo.hn Muir, climbed

M·o unt Whitney on Oct·o ber 15, ut73. 1 g -October 29, 1g73, Mui.r
again climbed Mount Whitney.

On this occasion, he noted

finding accounts or the .final ascent made by Clarence King

and Frank .Knowles on September 19, 1873 and the half dollar
that Rabe left on the peak September 6, 187) •. Muir hastens

t ·o add " • • • I replaced these records • • • , but did not
add my own name."

It was J ·o hn Muir' ·s custom never to leave

.

.

his name on any mountain, rock or ·tree in any Wl.lderness.

l9

In 1875·, a milita-ry party conducting geographical

I
.·il
i

.· '

.

'I I

l7 King, .2E.· ill,. , pp. 300-1.

18 Willi~ Frederic Bade, ~

.!4.!! !.!1.!! ~ette:s 2! ~

Muir, Vol.• II (Cambridg·e , Massachusetts: The R1.ver:nde Pres-s,
Houghton Mi.f.flin Company, 1924), P• 392 ..

19 Ibid., p. 395 •

;
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surveys west of the one hundredth meridian was in the Mount
Whitney area.

On September 24, 1875, William A... Cowles,

Frank Holland and two others of the party were on Mount
Whitney.

On October 18., 1875, Lieutenant Birnie, Louis Nell,

and F. Brockdorf climbed the peak.

These parties reported

finding the following records on the summit:
(1) ·August 18, 1873 -- John Lucas., C. D. Begole, and
A. H. Johnson, the first men on this peak, "Fisherman's Peak" found to be the highest in the range,
by placing . a spirit level on Whitney, estimated to
be about 500 feet.
(2)

September 6, 1873 -~ Carl Rabe, William Crapo, T.
McDonough and William. L. Hunter.

(3)

September 19, 1873 -- This peak, Mount Whitney, was
this day climbed by Clarence King, U. s. Geologist,
and Frank Knowles of Tule River. On September 1,
in New York I first learned that Mount Whitney of
1871 was not the highest peak. Storms and clouds
prevented me from recognizing (it) in 1871, or I
should have come here then. All hono·r to those who
came here before me -- Clarence King.

This official report credits Luca.s,. Begole and Johnson with
the first ascent, but also credits King as being the first
20
to observe and name ·the peak in 1864.
Josiah Dwight. Whitney had forbidden his subordinates
in the geological survey o£ California party to name for him
the mountain which is now called after the Reverend Lorentine
Hamilton, 21 but there is no record of his di.spleasure at.

20 Reaiirt U on the United State·s Geologic~l Surveys
West of t h e e H~·e'Oth Meridian, Vol. I (Wash~ngton, D.C.:
Government Printing Office; 1889), P• 100.
.
21 Edwin Tenny Brewster, Life 1!:lli! Letter~ of ~osiah
Dwir;hl< Whitnei (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The R1vers1de Press,
Houghton Mi££ in Company, 1909), P• 2)8.

..: ~.
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being namesake for the Sierra peak.

Professor Whitney recog-

nized King's supposed first ascent in a letter to William
Dwight Whitney dated July 15, 1871.

"King climbed to ·the

top of Mt.• Whitney and will tell about it in his new book
(Mountaineering

in

the .Sierra Nevada) • • • •"

Josiah Whitney

later aeknowledged the discovery of King's error by recognizing the report that Goodyear mad:e to the ca-l ifomia
Academ.r. 22
Mount Whitney was finally climbed in 1873.

The rirst

person to reach its peak was -probably a member of the Lucas,
Begole, -Johnson ·party.

The- c·r apo claim is subje·ct to debate.

That King was the first white man to recognize this mountain
as the highest in the Sierra is not disputed.
Who first set foot on the peak of Mount Whitney was a
controversy

or

a relatively local nature.

Few people outside·

the Owens Valley were much concerned with the climbing of
such a remote peak, King, of course, excepted.

However, the

official naming of the peak rais·ed a storm that beat across
the Sierra into the San Joaquin Valley and even reached the
California legislature.

From King's foray in 1865, until the middle lg70's,
no attempt was made to locate accurately the peaks that King
f

and Dick .observed.

In consequence, most official maps during

this -era locat.ed Mo~t Whitney at the .positi.on now known as

;

..

~

t
I

'

22 Ibid., PP• 278-9.
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Mount Cochrane (Sheep Mountain, Mount Langley or false Mount
Whi.t ney) • 2.3
The Naming
When the various Owen·s Valleyites di.scovered t 'h is
"new~

mountain, they took it upon themselves to name it.

The

editor of the Inyo Independent had sugge·s t.ed the ti.t le "Dome
of Inyon 2 4 after others had express-ed the opinion t ·hat such
a lofty summit was worthy of a more appropriate title than
the "Fisherman's Peak" name that was originally bestowed by
the Lucas, Johnson, Begole party. 2 5 This group acceded to
the editor's suggestion of October 22, 1873. 26
In a letter to Mrs. Ezra S. Carr, headed, Independence,
October 18, 1873, John Muir said "· •• I have just come down
from Mount Whitney • • • • n 27 Muir's report of a trip in this
area on October 29 says, "• ... up Cottonwood Creek to Mount

Whitney • • • ·" (A footnote says he means Sheep Mountain,
.

.

which is correct geographically.)

"I spent a night without

fire or food in a very icy wind storm on one of the spires
of the new highest peak, by same called Fisherman's Peak." 2 g

23 Bade, £e• £!!., P· 395.
24 Editori~l in the In:r.o Independent, Oct·ober 11, 1S73 •
25 ~ Hundredth Meridian Survey, 12£• .£.li•

26 News-· item in the Inyo Independent, October 25 ,. H~73 •
'27 Ba d'e, .2£• ..£.!!•,
'
P• 392 •
28 .

.!QM., P• 393.
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i

The One Hundredth Meridi-an Survey party recogniz·e d the
naming by the Lucas party, bu.t also not.ed the original o-b -

servation and naming by C.l-arence King.
The battle for the privilege of naming this

mounta~

reached its climax in 1878 when Mr. Moffat, Assemblyman for
Inyo County, introduced Assembly Bill number 846 which provided that the name Fisherman's Peak would become legal.
'

This bill passed the Assembly and came before the California
State Senat·e:, April 1, 1878.

In the. Senate, the bill was

amended to change the name of the mountain to "Fowlers Peak"
sinc.e it was located in Senator Fowler's district. Z9
The date of presenting the bill to the Senate may have
had a bearing on the ·treatment the bill received.

Howev.e r,

in·s pection of the Senate Journal for 1878 leads one to the
conclusion that the entire session was somewhat frivolous
(for example·, Senat·e Bill Number 545, March 12, 1878 -- an
act to provide for the appointment

or· a

peanut inspector in

towns and cities of more- than one inhabitant).3°
The editor of the Independent no doubt was- interested
in promoting Inyo County., a trait rather common to -editors.

;J

In all probability, Assemblyman Moffat stood to gain a few
votes by his championing the title "Fisherman's Peak."

Not
'.

all the Inyoites were agreed that the name should be

'

29 The Journal of the Senate, 1878, P• 562.
30 .
Ibid., P• 389.
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something other than Mount Whit-n ey.

Witness to this fact

would be the following letter to the editor o£ the Inyo 1!!dependent. 3l
Messrs. Editors -- My item to you last week about £inding
a taller mountain than "that little peak back o£ Lone
Pine,~ was not intended for publication.
But since you
chose.to publish it, I will give- you a little more enlightenment on the subject.

'i

i

It has been known here for some months past that the
high con-ical peak standing at the· head of Lone Pine
creek, commonly known in the Owens Valley and to the
Independent as "Fishennan' s Peak ., " alias ""Dome of Inyo,"
alias the "Hon. Tom," alias,. alias, etc., . but known and
recognized . by the geographical and sci-entific world £or
the last fourteen years as "Mount ·whitney," is not the
highest peak in the culminating groups of the high Sierras.
Within the· last year an eminent· geographical engineer has
made the· discovery that another nameless peak overtops
the giant Whitney by some seventeen feetl A noble monolith, ice-chiseled, glacier _p olished and -storm•tinted,
left standing amid the wreck and ruins of a past geological
age.

I
I
i

.' II
I
.!

.I
. I

I

According to the established customs of the world's map
makers -- geographers and men of science -- the first
describing and locating the precise spot on the earth's
surface of a ·mountain, peak or any other natural obje.c t,
has the prerogative accorded him of giving such object a
name, and such names endure to the end of time. As the
discoverer of this great and nameless peak has accurately
d-e termined its latitude, longitude and altitude, he will
doubtless exercise the prerogative accorded him, and give
it a name worthy the great American people, regardless of
the Wishes of the Hon. Tom, the poor, lone fisherman or
the Inro Jndependent.

!l

In the May number of the Bulletin of the .Ame·r.i?an. Geogra·p hical Society will appear a. complete descr1.pt1.on of
the culminating groups of the Sierras, embracing seventeen
of the highest peaks, none of which is less than 14,000
feet absolute altitude. The map accompanying it gives
the pre·c ise locations and altitudes of some .forty peaks,

;'

'

;'

r
}·
~

t

31 Letter to the editor, Inyo Independent, April 27,
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and st.range as it may seem, neither "Fisherman's Peak.,"
the "Dome of .Inyo" or "Fowler'·s Peak" are found among the

.... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

forty odd.

Mountaineer

The editor has added a note to the. above letter in-

di.eating that the legislature did not pass the Senate Bill
to name the mountain.

The editor stated that the bill was

pocket vetoed, a rather unusual demise for legislative action
that failed to get through the legislature.3 2

Most residents of the Owens Valley in the 1870's were
not in a cordial frame of mind where the name Whitney was

concerned.

In 1872, the most intens·e earthquake in the

mod.e rn history of' the Owens Valley took place.

The fact

that adobe dwellings were leveled and that a number of' fault
lines were plainly visible were sufficient evidence for the

: l

local inhabi-t ants to la·b el the disturbance as a maj-or quake.

:, i

As a geologist, Whitney had toured the area to inspect the
damage and to appraise the earth movement.

He failed to ac-

cord the quake with a magnitude rating equal to that antici-

pated by the loyal Inyoites who desired their earthquakes to
be as ·b ig as t-heir mountains.

In conseq.uenc·e, the Bis·h op and

Independence newspapers immediately labeled Whitney as a
"quack" geologi.-st. because he failed ·to recognize "their"
earthquake as more than a slight shift of the earth's surface.

Henceforth., the name Whitney was virtually taboo to residents
3 2 News item in ·t .he Inyo Inde;eendent, April 27, 18?8.

i, I
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of this region.

This may in some measure account for the

desire to change. the name o£ the "highest mountain" in the
eastern Sierra.
While the vetoing of the Mof.fat Bill app·e ared to close
the is.s ue, it was but an anticlimax.

Professor Brewer, who

; r·
t

had been King's supervisor when he first saw Mount Whitney,

had the final word.

i,

;· f
!

He addressed the following letter to the

legislative representative from Inyo County.

· I·
..

..:.

It is evident

that Brewer was cognizant of the petty jealous-ies existent
in the Owens Valley region; nonetheless, he appears to have
settled the matter with a solid argument for the retention
of the title_, Mount Whitney.
New Haven, Conn.33
May 23
Hon. S. P. Moffat
Independence, California
Dear Sir -- Yours of May 6 in reply to mine asking information about the proposed legislation relative to
"Fisherman's Peak," i .s at hand. Accept my thanks for
your prompt. answer .and explicit statement. Your letter,
however, shows that you have been misinformed on several
essential points about the Mount Whitney question, and
this has led you, too_, into mistakes. Your inte:est in
tha matter as evidenced by the proposed legislat~on,
leads me t .o write this somewhat lengthy letter to correct
some o£ the misapprehensions and -clear up the matter.
So far as any ~ man could do it, .! named the highe~t
peak of that region Mount Whitney in 1864; or that r1.ght
belongs not to me personally, that the exploring party
or which I had command named it at that. time, on an expedition which I had planned and carried out so far as

JJ Letter in the Inyo Ind.e pendent, June ~5, 1878=
.
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means at l!lY disposal allowed. We then named thehighest peak· 1n that group or region published it to
the world and very soon i t had passed into the geographieal literature of the world.
There was then no mistake or question as to which peak
wa·s called Mount Whitney, or which peak was the highest
or who discovered which was the highest. Mistakes and '
confusion came· in later by giving the name to t .wo peake.
This arose first from a natural mis,t ake, and afterward
became curiously mix&d into personal feeling. With those
purely personal matters I have no wish to medd.le. Whether
Goodyear likes King, or not; whether Lieut. Wheeler loves
Prof • Whi.t ney, or not.; whethe.r Bowen and others are
pleased with the late Sta-t .e Geo:lagical Survey, or its
chie.f, or not,, are matters which you may or may not be

I

familiar with, which I do not care to discuss and which
have absolutely nothing to do with the question as to
the.discovery and naming of the highest peak of that
reg1on.

King .failed to reach the top in 1864. Such failure was
no .new thing in geographical explorations. I had failed
to reach the top of Mount Lydell and Fremont had f -a iled
to reach the top of Mount Shasta, but I am not aware
that any attempt has been made to change their names by
act of Legislature or otherwise, "as an act of justice
to the parties making the first ascent." Su-ch a rule as
that would never be popular enough to become general
among even our intrepid military engineers. Not a ·united
Statea o.tficer of any kind or description had ever up to
that date carried instruments as high as .King got on
Moun~ Whitney. Fremont's Peak was the only peak in the
United States over 13,000 .feet high on which any United
States engineer had carried instruments. Shall all the
names they gave before that be lost to geograph~, Pike's
Peak, Long's Peak, and so on through the long l1st?_
I have-written this at last because I feel that you have
been led into a mistake. It is unfortunate for geographical science· that such a series of mistakes and comedies
should have occurred. But I trust ~o the g~neral desire
for truth and .fairplay to set the m1stake r1ght, as it
may easily b·e done. Prof. Hayden r s name ~s applied t~
---peaks but the matter--- been·---· .L1eut. Wheelers
--- that has gone on --- but the confus1on will be cleared
up. Any attempt to take Whitney~s name of'f the peak
where we put it will only advert~se it more.
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Thanking you again for your kind letter, and trusting to
your love of truth and ~ play, I am yours truly,

Wm. H. Brewer

* NOTE.

The --- in the second paragraph above in-

dicate unreadable words in the copy of the Inyo Independent
on file in that paper's office at Bishop, California.
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CHAPTER V
MOUNT WHITNEY AND ITS RELATION TO SCIENTIFIC ADVANCEMENT
The preceding chapter dealt with some o£ the human and
humorous incidents surrounding Mount Whitney, and man-'s attempts to climb and name the mountain.

These episode-s could

be referred to loosely as Mount Whitney's contribution to thesocial sciences.

The present chapter will be devoted to the

contribut_ions Mount Whitney has assisted man in making to the
sci-entific fields -O f astronomy,_ meteorology, and physics.
The discovery of Mount Whitney by the Whitney Geological Survey of Cali-f ornia party in 1g64 wa-s probably as scientific an introduction to modern man as any mountain could
have.

With Professor Brewer and his assistant-s for midwives,

the mountain was recognized and recorded in the reports of
the survey party.
The controversy that was soon to rage about this
highest peak _in the United States was not without a scientific cast.

Mr. Goodyear, apparently the first man to note

an error in the geographical lo·c ation of the mountain (July
27, 1873), was a civil engineer and he immediately communicated his discovery of error to the California Academy of
Sciences. 1 Further, he enlisted the aid of Carl Rabe, an
1 w. A. Goodyear, "On the Situation and Altitude of
Mount Whitney," ProceediBfs of the California Academy of
Sciences ~-1-~, Vol. 5 Sanlfrancisco, California: California Academy ofSciences, 1873-4.), PP• 139-44-•

n
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officer of the S·t ate Geological Survey, in an ef.fort to correct the suspected error.

Mr. Rabe, with barometer and com-

pass, immediately set out (September 3, 1873} to determine
the accuracy of Goodyear's claim. 2
The ensuing controversy l .e .ft much to be desired in
terms of scientific procedure.

However, the controversy did

serve to arou·s e interest in the mountain.

John Muir hastened

to the area in an attempt t .o slake his thirst for knowledge
about nature and natural history phenomena in ·the Mount
Whitney region.3
In the· year

H~75,

the United States Ge·o logical Surveys

We·s t of the One Hundredth M.eridian saw fit to include Mount
Whitney as a specific area for their inspection.4
Mount Whitney and the Science of Astronomy·
Scientists first realized the value of Mount Whi·tney
in 1880 when Samuel Pierpont Langley, Director· of the
Allegheny Observatory, Pittsburgh, P·e nnsylvania, propos·ed a
study of solar heat.

He established the following criteria

for the site of his ·s tudies:

2 Carl Rabe ·The Ascent of Mount Whitney (Berkeley,
California: fn.nJ: Tirn8), p. 2-;-

3 John Muir, The Mountains of California (New York:
The Century Company,~ll}, P• 35.-4 Re12ort Upod ~ United State·s Geographi~al Surveys ...
West of the
Hun redth Meridian, Vol. I '(Washl.ngton, D.C ••
tloveriiiiient Printing Office, 1889}, PP• 97-101 •.

one
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Clear air
Great altitude
Very abrupt rise, so that two contiguous stations
may be found with very different altitudes
Southern latitude
A dry climate, one third of the atmosphere should be
below the observation point which implies a height
or at .least 14,000 feet.5

.

2.
.)

Dr. Langley was advised by Clarence King of the fact that

1-tount Whitney met his criteria.

At that time, Clarence King

was directing the Survey West of t ·he One Hundredth Meridian.
With financial help from an unknown citizen of Pittsburgh

and the assistance of the United States Signal Service, the
Langley expedit.ion le:ft Allegheny, Pennsylvani.a on July 7,
H~Sl.

The party consi.sted o:f Captain Michaelis, United

States ·signal Service, Mr.

w. c.

Day of Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity, J. E. Keeler of the Allegheny Observatory and Dr.

On July 22 in San Francisco, the group was augmented

Langley.

by Mr.• George F. Davidson, Mr. Frost, a carpenter, Sergeants

Dobbins and Navy of the Signal S.e rvice, Co-rporal Lanouette
and five enlisted men of Company "B 11 Eighth Infantry, Benicia
Barracks. 6
From San Francisco 1 the party traveled by train to
.

Caliente and MOJave.

The group that debarked at Caliente

rode direct to Lone Pine, while the re·s t of th-e party

5 Samuel p ~ Langley, "Researches on Solar Heat," f.!:Q.fessional Papers of the Si~nal Servicef Vol. 15 (Washington,
D.C •.:· Government l>rint"Ing f.fice, 1884J ., P• J6.
6
. .
.
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continued to Mojave to bring the 5,000 pounds of instruments
and the party's provisions by wagon to Lone Pine. 7 At Lone
Pine Mr. W. L. Hunter, who had accompanied Charles Rabe on
the first

o~ficial

ascent of Mount Whitney, aided the Langley

party in selecting a camp site.

The· base camp was on the

property of C. P. Begole, one of the "Immortal Three," and
the guid-e ·s elected for the party was Mr. Wm. Crapo of Cerro
Gordo. 8
On July 28, Crap.o , the carpenter, and three soldiers

left Lone Pine ror Crabtree Meadows to start construction
for the upper base camp.

At this ·place there was an elab-

orate installation of instruments.

A tent was erected at

·the Lone Pine ·camp to house instruments to make comparative
recordings o£ data sought by the expediti-on.
and

J,

On August 2

these instruments recorded the unbelievable tempera-

ture of 2JJor inside the tent.

Immediate steps were taken

to cool the tent.9
Members of the party attempted to make observations

j

from the peak of Mount Whitney, but they encountered such
high winds that it was impossible to pitch their tent.
Further, the temperature

50

contrasted with those encountered

at- t -he. base camp in Lone Pine ·that they soon burned all the

7 Ibid., p. 37·
g
Ibid., p. JS.
9 Ibid., p. 42·
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·wood they had brought with them i ·n an effort to stay warm.10
Some interesting sidelights on the above episode are reported

by W. B. Wallace o£ the Mount Whitney Club in Tulare.

Mr.

Wallace, in company With the Reverend F. R. Wales, were on a
trip to Mount Wbitney when they met the Langley party at
Guitar Lake.

They were invited to accompany Cap.t ain Michaelis

to the p·e ak of Whitney for the night, where they sat around

a campfire built of wood worth $140.00 per cord, and the
lowest t ·emperature was 25°.

Mr. Wallace notes that Captain

Michaelis was the fi.rst man ·to reach General Custer's body
11
after the ·Battle of Little Big Horn.

Coordination o:f observations between the two camps
wa-s achieved with the aid of the S~gnal Corps men in the

party.

The accuracy of this method of communication

or

sci-

entific data i .s not reported by Dr. Langley, but Mr. Wallace
tells of an inquiry directed to the Lone Pine camp concerning
the condition of President Garfield.
President is dead. n

The reply was "The

After ordering ·the flag placed at half-

mast, Captain ~chaelis repeated his original query, and the
reply was "No better.n 12

The Langley expedition to Mount Whitney was most suc-

cessful.

The official report of the expedition indicates

10 W~ B. Wallace, "A Night on Mt. Whitney,"~· Whitney·
Club Journal, 1:1-2.
11 Ibid., P·

e.

12 Langley,~· ~., P• 42.

. ~-
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nearly a month spent on the s·ite with final obserTations
made ·o n September 8, lS$1 ., at which time so much haz·e had

been created by forest fires ., the party was ·forced to sus-

pend operati-ons. l3
The results· of the expedition were most important.

Bolometer m·e asurements discovered a "
Omeg-ti/ band in the extreme red spectrum..

" {capital Greek
The obs.ervable

spectrum was extended from less than .0015 millimeters to
nearly .1003 millimeters ..

It was discovered that the solar

.c onstant range was from 3.5 calories- to 2.6 calories and
Langley concluded that three calories wa~ the most probable
solar constant.

Mr. Day of

John Hopkins University deter-

mined that the carbonic acid content of the atmosphere was
greater at low altitude than at high altitude.

14

Dr. Langley was most lavish in his praise of the
Mount Whitney area as an observatory.
·1 do not. think the Italian Government., in its observatory
·on Etna, the French, in that of the Puy de Dome, or. any
other nation at any occupi-ed statio·n , has a finer s1.te
f ·or such a purpose than the United States possesses in
Whitney and its neighboring peaks. • • .l5
It would be ·of the greatest service to solar physics and
to meteorology i£. an observatory • • • could be established on Mount Whitney, and I st·rongly recommend the

1 3 Ibid., P• 43.

14 Ibid., PP• 43, 209, 213, 208.
15 .·
!ill•, P• 44·
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site • ... .. as among the most desirable on the. North
American Continent.l6
Upon the above re-c ommendations, President Che-s ter A.
Arthur is·sued an Executive Order September 2, 188.3 making
the Mount Whitney area a milit·ary reservation. 1 7 This executive order was carried out by Headquarters of the Army,
General. Order number 67, September 2·6 , 1883.
signed by 'Command of General Sherman. 18

This order was

It should be noted that, in 18SJ, the Weather Bureau
was in the War Department.

The reservation was abandoned in

.1903 because of the limited access to the ?oiount Whitney
!

l

region. 1·9

I

The Langley expedition was technically a successful
..

mission, but not without some dirficulties.
instruments·
names.

~ployed

Some of the

were literally as cumbersome as their

One of these was a bolometer, which is a galvanometer

used to measure variations in heat and light intensities.
0

The one used by Langley was accurate to 1 I 1000 C.

20

The instrument was designed to registe-r the passage

16 Ibid., pp. 213-4·
1 7 United States Militafw Reservations, N-ationa-l

ana

Cemeteries
Militay: Parks ~ashington, D.C.: Government
Printing Offiue, 1916 1 P• 484.
18 Francis p. Farquhar, "The Sto.ry of .Mount ·whitney,"
Sierra Club Bulletin, 21:64, February, 1936.

19 ~., p. 65.

c.

Wyckof.f, "Sunlight Myst-eries," Harpers
Magazine, 67: 87, June, 18l!3 •
20 William
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ot any obstruction, even water vapor invisible to the eye,
between the instrument and the light source, in this case
the sun.

No lens was employed, but a mirror, moved by clock-

work, gathered and re£lected the sun's rays into the recording device.

Seven or eight days were required to carry the·

apparatus to the high camp, where a 400 fo·o t long trestle
was constructed for the bolometer.

Here an ambitious soldier

nearly brought disaster to the expedition by attempting to
polish a mirror with his buckskin glove. 21
It is interesting to note the apparent lack or interest

in the. Langley expedition by the residents of the Owens
Valley.

The· July .30, 1881 issue of the Owens Valley New.s-

Letter carried a story of the establishment

or

a Signal Serv-

ice station on Mount Whitney, together with a list or the
personnel who would be in the party .. 22 From this date until
September .30, 1882, no mention of the Langley expedition appears in the available periodical-s from the Owens Valley
region.

The S~ptember .30, 1882 .issue of the Inyo Independent

reprinted an. article on the expedition .from Leslies Illus·trated Newspaper,2.3 and on November 4, 1882, a column "filler"
briefly mentions the Langley party. 24 The final recognition
21 Ibid., p. 90 •.
22 News item in the Owens Valley News-Letter, July 30,

1881.
2.3 News item in the Inyo Independent, S.e ptember 30,

1882.

--

24 Loc. cit.

was made on July 9, 1a83 when the Independent reprinted part
of Wyckoff's "Sunlight Myst-eries" from Harper's Magazine. 25
This seems very strange when it is known that a Langley as-

sist-ant from the Allegheny Observatory remained in the Owens
Lake area and even had a local village named for him. 26
Recognition Sought £or the Mount Whitney Laboratory
In spite of' Langley's efforts to attract scienti-f ic

attention to the Mount Whitney area, twenty years elapsed

before anyone with a specifi-c major scientific purpose in
mind utilized the excellent f'acilities nature provided on
Whitney.
Many scientists were familiar with the area and
visited it frequently.

Professor J. M. LeConte, geologist

from the University of' California, was Irequently in the
Whitney region.

William Frederick Bade, theologian and

naturalist, Willis Lynn Jepson, botanist, and many others
visited this area,_ mostly on Sierra Club outings.

During the early 1900's, three men independently
recognized the importance of Mount Whitney to science, and
each began to work ·toward making the mountain more accessible.

The first of these men was Gustafe F. Marsh, an
English miner who had come to the United States in 1889 at
2 5 .!P.!,g., June 9, 1g8,3.

26 The town of Keeler,_ on the eastern bank o£ Owens

Lake.
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the age of twenty.

He had· mined in Colorado, s.p ent some time

n·ear Anaheim, Californ.ia, and finally worked in the mines at
Balarat.

Marsh, an ardent disciple of Izaak Walton, had

visited Lone Pine and the Mount Whitney area several times

on fishing jaunts.

Evidently, his ventures to Lone Pine

were not entirely devoted to piscatory pursuits, for in ·1 901,
Marsh moved to Lone Pine where he married Elizabeth Dodge,
daughter of' a prominent farmer and businessman of the Owens
Valley.

In 1902, Marsh began a twenty-eight year career as

mail carrier between Lone Pine and the railway station at

Laws.

In addition to a job, a wife, and a home, Marsh ac-

quired a hobby when. he came to Lone Pine -- Mount Whitney.
While not alone in his interest in the mountain, Marsh made
the most material contri.b ution o.f any man in· making Mount
Whitney available to science.
Public-spirited citizens on both sides of the Sierra
recognized that in the twenty years that Mount Whi.t ney had
been a military reservation, nothing had happened.

They

petitioned their congressmen to provide for a trail up Mount
Whitney·.

A bill for this purpose was introduced i-n Congress
27
in 1902 by Congres.sman Woods.
Scientists also recognized the value of Whitney and

limitations of its accessibility.

Alexander G. McAdie, Chief

of' Weather Bureau in San Francisco, was familiar with the
27 News item in the Inyo Independent, June 5, 1902.

,,.
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location, having been on the mountain with Sierra Club
parties.

He resolved to carry on the work started by

Langley.

McAdie started his campaign with a paper for the

Monthly Weather Review titled "Mount Whitney as a Site for a
Meteorological Observatory," in which he pronounced Mount
Whitney t.he finest site in t he United States, and included.
the remote location as a ·d isadvantage. 2 8
A budding meteorologist, who was to become the West's
outstanding snow expert, was also interested in Mount Whitney

as a meteorological observatory.

J. E. Church Jr. of Reno,

Nevada had conducted weather observations on Mount Rose,
near Reno, and was i .n terested in broadening his field .o f
operations.

Marsh, McAdie and Church were all members of the
Sierra Club and regular corre·s pondents during this period.
McAdie and Church worked f'or Mount Whit·ney from the inte-l-

lectual or scientific angle, writing for scientific journals
and to their professional colleagues expounding the need for
development of the Whitney Observatory.

Marsh meantime as-

sisted in the a.c tual trail building.
When Congress £ai.led to provide .funds for an adequate
trail to Mount Whitney, the people of Owens Valley took up
the caus·e .

28 Alexander G. McAdie, "1-1ount V.'hitney as a Site for
a Meteorological Observatory," Jvionthly Weather Review,
31·: 525-7, November, 1903.
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The summer o£ 1903 found a detachment of soldiers
guarding the -Mount Whitney Military Reservation from the
encroachment of sheepmen. 29 Weathennan McAdie visited the
mountain in July, _ 1903 and insured that knowledge of his
presence was known.3°

On September of 1903, the Inyo Inde-

pendent and Tulare Times carried lead articles stating that

a .C arnegie Observatory would be built on Mount Whitney.

The

announcement was credited to George Hale of Chicago, Secretary
of the Commission on Obse-r vatories.

A ten by thirty foot

building was to be built by John Broden, a well-known mountaineer from Tulare.3 1 The September 24 edition of the .!!!dependent stated that Broden had received plans for the observatory buildings.

Two were to be erected -- one on the

summit of Whitney and the other near Lone Pine.

The specifi--

cations called £or a building 107 by 30 feet with an observation room, photography room, library, two bed chambers,
bathroom and spectrometer room.

This spectacular announceme-n t

was .somewhat tempered by t ·he following press dispatch: "Professor George

c.

Hale, Detroit, has stated that the Carnegie

Institute has not authorized the construction of any buildings
on Mount Whitney.n32
2 9 .News item in the Inyo Independent,_ June 4., 1903.

JO Ibid., . July 30.

Ibtd.,

Jl
September 17. (The Ind7pendent editor notes
that this arti-cle is taken .from the Ex:am1ner, lpresumably
San Francisco Examinetl and based on a telegram from Tulare.)

32 _!lli., September 24.
i

.J
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Presumably Professor Hale of Detroit is the same man
whose residence was reported as Chicago in the newspaper of
the preceding week.

If such an attempt to create interest in the Whitney
area had o·c curred twenty years later, there would perhaps be
reason to suspect a promotion scheme or at lea.s t an overly

active chamber of commerce.

However, the newspaper story

brought results. · Local financial support was forthcoming
and actual work was begun on the Mount Whitney trail.
Soldiers of

"l"

and

"M"

companies, 9th Cavalry,

.

-

Presidio, San Francisco, California, who were guarding the
military reservati-on during the summer .had st·arted improving
the trail that had originally been an Indian pathway to a
hunting .ground at Ibex Park,. now Whitney Portals.

33

The

Visalia Board of Trade was reported to have contributed
$500.00 tor a trail f'rom the west.

The resident.s of Lone

Pine subscribed $425.00 £or trail work, and ten men immediately ·s tarted wo~k.34
In the October 9, 1903 meeting, the Inyo County Board
of Supervisors voted to contribute $200.00 in County funds
to the trail work.

The actual building of a trai.l to Mount

Whitney was started on October 26, 1903 with G. P • .Marsh in
charge of the work party.

Three miles of trail were completed

.33 Ibid., October 15·
,4. Ibid., October 22·
~
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before winter snows- caused_the trail party to cease their
operations. 3 5
-T he winter of 1903-4 was an important one for the

Mount Whitney trail.

Early in February, 1904, word reached

Lone Pine that the War Department had ordered the Mount
Whitney Mil.itary Reservation transferred to the Department

o:f the Interior, and then it was to become part of Sequoia
National Park.

In March, E. H. Edwards, a Lone Pine- resident

and strong advocate of the trail project, was in Washington
when he enlisted the aid of Professor Langley who was now

at the- Smithsoni.an Institution,_ in pushing a bill through
Congress that would authorize federal money to assist in
building the trail.

Edwards reported that the War Department

had not yet ordered the Mount Whitney Reservation transferred

to the Department of Interior, but that the transfer had been

discuas~d.J6

In May, 1904, the hopes for federal support in

building the trail were shatt-ered.

Transfer of the Reserva-

tion from the War Department to the Department- of' Interior
was accompl.ished, ~nd -the United St.ate-s Representative for

the area advised his constituents that the Department of

Interior did not view the trail favorably-.

37 This news was

scarcely of£ the press bef'ore the people of Lone Pine rallied

35

Ibid., October

15.

36 Ibid., March 10, 1904.

37 Ibid., May 12.

.h
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to the cause by sponsoring a dance in mid-June to raise money
with which to complete the trai1.3 8 In little more than a
month the pro-ceeds of the ball had been converted to a completed trail to Mount Whitney.

The evening of July 18, 1904

found Marsh kindling a bonfire on the summit of Whitney to
symbolize the completion o£ his initial task.39
Gustafe Marsh and his f -ellow citizens of Lone Pine

had done their utmost to bring their mountain to the men of
science.

It now remained to McAdie -and Church to complete

their tasks by interesting scientists in this remarkable
natural observatory.

This was not easy.

-O nly a week after

Marsh had ignited his beacon light, the gods set out to de-

feat him.

The United States Bureau of Fisheries had sent a

party to the upper Kern Basin to make natural history investigations.

The party of eleven included Dr. Barton Warren

Everman. Golden Trout .e xpert, Dr. Oliver P. Jenkins, Profes-

sor o£ Philosophy, Stanford University, and Byrd Surby,
packer £rom Three Rivers.

While on the smnrnit of Whitney on

July 26, 1904, a heavy storm started.

Dr. Everman opened a

c-an of salmon for his lunch and noted electrical discharges

between his knife and the can.

The three men mentioned above

were located on the summit in positions that approximated a

·f or-t.y-toot equilateral triangle when a bolt of .l ightni-ng

38

~-

.,

June 16 ..

39 ibid.' July 21.
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knocked all three of them down and unconscious.
never recovered consciousness. 40

Byrd Surby

On this same day a man was

killed by lightning on Grayback Mountain near San Bernardino
and the Weather Observer at Lake Tahoe reported a severe
electrical storm.41

This was purely a coi-ncidence, but with

far-reaching effects.

Packers from the Visalia-Sequoia re-

gion became reluctant to guide parties to the Whitney area.
Marsh was to feel th.e results of this five years later.

In the spring of 1905,

J~

E. Church Jr. and G. P.

Marsh began a series of attempts to .obtain meteorological
data on Mount Whitney.

Church's journal of their first at-

tempt states he and Marsh spent eight days trying to reach
the summit ot Whitney, but were only able to reach an altitude of 13,250 feet.

East winds prevailed and they encoun-

tered very cold. weather.; .most of the lake.s in the area were
frozen.4 2 These attempts to locate weather instruments on
Mount Whitney were started too early in the year for success.

The efforts were followed closely by McAdie who published
·the attempts in both t .he Sierra Club Bulletin and the Monthly
Weather Review.

4° Barton Warren Everman, "EXperiences in an Electrical
Storm on Mount Whitney," Sferra £!!:!2 Bulletin, 17:105-7,
February,. 1932.
41 Frank Owen Stetson, "A Pack Trail on Mount Whitney,"
·Monthly Weather Observer, 32::4"20, September, 1904.
·
42 J. E. Church Jr., "Notes and Correspondence," Sierra
Club Bulletin., 5:316-7, June, 1905 .•
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Mount Whitney Again Aids Astronomy·
Four years after completion of the trail to Mount
~fuitney,

an opportunity again came to utilize the mountain

for astronomical research.

The Lowell Observatory near

Flagstaff. Arizona had made spectrograms indicating the
presence of water vapor in the atmosphere of Mars and the
Many astronomers .b elieved that this water vapor was

~1oon.

in the earth's atmosphere rather than in the atmosphere of
Mars or the Moon.

Since Mount Whitney presumably had less

water vapor above it than any other observatory point, it
became the logical lo.catio.n £or experiments to resolve this
controversy.• 4.3:
W. W. Campb·e ll, Director of the Lick Observatory,

accompanied by Director

c.

G. Abbot of the Smithsonian In-

stitution made an exploratory trip to Mount Whitney· in August
and September, 1908.

Campbell was interested in the above-

mentioned water vapor controversy while Abbot desired to
continue Langley' s· experiments in determining solar radiation.44
Mr. Marsh accompanied the scienti.sts on their first

trip t ·o the peak.

The night of August 24, 190g was spent on

43" W. W. Campbell, non- the Spectrum of Mars," Publication of the Astronomi-cal Society of the Paci:fic, Octooer Io,

1909,pp:-202-3.
44

w.

--

W. Campbell, "The Spectrum of Mars as Observed

by the Crocker Expedition to Mt .. Whitney," Lick Observatory

"Bulletin, .5:149, 1908-10.

-
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the summit of Mount Whitney.

The average wind was sixteen

miles per hour, the temperature ranged. from a low of 19.2°F
to a high o£ 31°F.

The need for adequate shelter became ap-

parent since- prolonged observation would require some protection.

Dr. Abbot arranged for funds from the Smithsonian's

Hodgkins Fund, and Wm. H. Crocker made a grant to the expedition.

Marsh was commis-s ioned to construct the shelter. 45
·The Smithsonian and Crocker grants provided for

financing the expedition and construction of the shelter.
However, the trail to Mount Whitney needed repairs.

The

people o.f Lone Pine again conducted a ball for the purpos.e
of raising f'unds f'or this cause-. 46. Marsh superv.ised the
trail work and spent thirty days on the summit of Whi.tney in
supervising the building of the expeditionr.s shelter.

His

crew of assistants frequently descended to .lower levels of
the mountain when gathering storm clouds reminded them of
Byrd Surby's 1904 mishap.

Mrs. Marsh related that her husband

once worked entirely by himself for a twenty-four hour period
in ord.e r to complete the structure on time.

In fact·., the

building· was completed ahead of schedule and for $250.00
47
les·s than the anticipated cost of $5,000.00.
The expedit·ion personnel consisted of W. W. Campbell,_

45 Loc. cit.

--

46 News item in the Inyo Independent, May 14, 1909.
47 Interview with Mrs. Gustafe P. Marsh, February lJ,

1951.
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FIGURE

J.

CONSTRUCTING THE SHELTER ON
MOUNT WHITNEY. JULY, 1909
From- left to right, Nonnan Dodge, M-a x Dr a z, G. F.
Marsh, superintendent -of construction, thre-@ tour1 r.tf\
(unknown.) , Mr. Baldwin, in the background with -h.,nd

visible,. tourist (unknown), and Claude Salszllr. /d 1
the named persons were residents of Lone Pin@', "rr.r 1oyr 1
on the construct ion project • Ph-oto gra p her unknown •

__ ...........
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Director of the Lick Observatory; Sebastian Albrecht, Assistant Astronomer, Lick Observatory; Dr. (M.D.) John J. Miller;
Alexander McAdie of the Weather Bureau and J. E. Hoover,
carpenter; as well. as Mr. W. L. Skinner and Mr. G. F. Marsh.
The latter two were from Lone Pine and acted as guides and
general assistants for the expedition.4 8 This group, with
the exception of Marsh who was already on the mountain peak,
left Lone. Pine August 25, 1909.

Traveling by carriage,

horseback, and on .foot, the-y reached an altitude o.f 10,.300
feet the first day.

The following three nights and two days

were spent at this base camp in order to become acclimated
to the altitude.

An additional six-ho.ur trip brought them

to the summit on August 2g. 49

The .first three days of Se.p -

tember .found them busily engaged in making their observations;
visibility was excellent and the party returned to Lone Pine
on September 5, having spent the previous night at the inter-

mediate ·camp.50
Professor McAdie's meteorological observations were
success£ul.

While it rained or snowed every day, the ab-

solute· humidity ranged from 0.06 to 2.82 grams per cubic
meter.

This was a relative humidity of from 12 to 25 per

c-ent.

Since 0 .. 79 per cent of the terrestrial water vapor
48 Campbell,
~-

49 Ibid., P• 156.
50 toe. cit.

ill·, P• 152.
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FIGURE 4.
-.

PACKER AND MULE TRAIN

Bringing firewood and other supplies for the shelter on
Mount Whitney. Photographer unknown.
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is below 4422 meters ( 14_, 500 feet) the -elimination of the
earth's water vapor as an error in the observations by the

astro~omers was eliminat-ed. 5l

The astronomers· took compara-

tive photographs of Mars and the J.foon by· ·us-ing a sixteen-inch
horizontal reflecting telescope and a spectroscope.

Due to

the celestial locations of the Moon. and Mars, it was possible
to take .a number of -simul.t aneous photographs of both bodies.
The observations were taken at the horizon_, at a medium altitude and at 49°.52
The data obtained by the expedition were based on the
premise that the Moon has no appreciable atmosphere and that
t ·he spectra of Mars and the Moon would be equally affected
by the earth's atmosphere.

Photographs of both celestial

bodies showed the same vapor bands leading t ·o the assumption
·that Mars has not water vapor in its atmosphere. 53
Marsh, Church and

McAdi~

had succeeded.

Mount Whitney

had been utilized £or scientific purposes, mainly because of
.Marsh's effo:rt s in constructing the Mount Whitney trail.
McAdie left meteorological instruments on Mount
Whitney in the fall of 1909.

On May

2~,

1910, Marsh climbed

Whitney, and upon his return to. Lone Pine immediately informed
McAdie that he £ound the instruments intact.

The lowest

51 Ibid., p. 152.
5 2 Campbell, ·non the Spectrum· of Mars," .2£• _ill., p. 204.
5.3 lli,g.' p • .203.
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FIGURE 5.
THE CROCKER EXPEDITION PARTY

l

'

Outside the shelter .o n Mount Whitney, Aug_u st,. 1909.
The on-ly members of the party identified are, left
to rightJ Alexander McAdie, and the fifth man,

Gustafe Marsh.

Photographer unknown.
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~emperature had been -23°F and the highest 57°F.54
Mount Whitney was to play a major role in many more
important scientiric experiment&.
Co.smic Ray Studies on Mount Whitney
The Smithsonian Institution in 191J organizaed an expedit.ion to .measure Nocturnal Radiation.

After some prelim-

inary experiments on Catalina Island, the expedition moved
t ·o the Mount Whitney area where observations were made from
the summit, an intermediate station, and Lone Pine.

The ex-

pedition party was composed of Anders Angstrom, Earle H.
Heum.ard., W. G. Brewster, F. P. Brackett, Dr. R. D. Wllliams .,
Professor of Psychology at Pomona College, Mr. W. R. Gregg
and Mr. Paul Hathaway of the \"leather Bureau.

The party spent.

ten days at the Whitney lo·c ation and made successful observations on seven . of t ·h e ten nights.

The Weather Bureau person-

nel conducted several observations and released a number of
meteorological balloons· to
in the area.

d~termine

prevailing wind currents

Mr. Marsh and his trail builders assisted this

party by perf.o rming extensive repa-irs to the trail.55

Thirteen years passed

befor~

scientists again utilized

54 Alexander G. McAdie, "Notes and Correspondence,"
Sierra ~ Bulletin, 7:248, June, 1910.

R•.

55
·A. Millikan, "High Frequency Rays o~ Cosmic
OriginJ" Proceedin~s ~the National Academt of Sciences,
12:48-55 (·Easton, ennsylvania: Mack PrintingCompanyl
1926).
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Mount Whitney in their search £or knowledge.

In 1926,

Physicist R. A. Millikan came to Whitney fo·r the purpose of
observing cosmic rays·.

For this study, electroscopes were

exposed at· Pikes Peak, San Antonio, T.e xas, Lake Arrowhead
(submerged 300 feet), and Muir Lake, under the brow of Mount
Whitney (submerged sixty-seven feet), and on the summit of
Mount Whitney.

The study showed that cosmic· rays struck the

recording instruments with equal intensity at each location
where they were exposed.5 6
Mount Whitney Height Determined
In an effort to further the interests of the science

.of seismology, the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey
decided .in 1925 ·to determine the exact elevation of Mount
Whitney.

This was to be achieved by· a first order leveling

of the peak.

First order leveling is a survey that is ac-

curate to .1 millimeter per kilometer or .006 inch per mile.
Elaborate- precautions are taken to shade the instruments
properly to prevent error from heat absorption.
vation is double checked by multiple

readi~gs

Each obser-

run £rom the

last mark, to present position, to next mark.
The committee on sei:smology of the Carnegie Institution
56 F. P. Brackett, "The Smithsonian Expedition to
California -for the Measurement of Noct·urnal RadiationJ"
Pub~ication of the Astronomical Society of Pomona College,
3:10-19~ OctOSer;-1913.
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of Washington joined the Coast and Geodetic. Survey in order
to detect vertical and horizontal movements of the earth's
surface.57
The first survey party, under the supervision o£ Mr.
Lansing G.. Simmons, started work in August of 1925.

Tides

were observed at San Francisco, San Pedro and San Diego.

On

the basis of these tidal observations, a bench mark was established at Mojave.

The survey party then proceeded to Lone

Pine and thence up the Whitney trail.

The Whitney trail was

in such a state of disrepair that it was necessary t ·o conduct
the survey through Army Pass, thus approaching Mount Whitney
from Crabtree Meadows on the south.

Inclement weather !arced
58·
the cancellation of this survey within a week.

In the spring of 1928, J. H. Brittain of the United
States Coast and Geodetic Survey organized a party to open
the Mount Whitney trail and complete the survey.
·of this was at Tulare.

The start

From there the route selected went

i

j
1
l

through. Exeter, · LemoncoveJ Three Rivers, Mineralking, Mount
Whitney, Whitney. Portals and Lone Pine..

Coast and Geodetic

Survey officials expected Brittain to take, "· • • considera bly more than a month. Le-v ell"ng started June 2 and was
completed June 24, 1g days were spent in leveling."

59

The

57 William Bowie, "Leveling Up Mount Whitney," Sierra
Club Bulletin, 14:53-57, February, 1929.
5S ~., P• 54·

59 Ibld., P• 56.
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FIGURE 6.

AN AERIAL VIEW OF MOUNT WHITNEY
Looking NNW. The shelter is visible on the extreme
right of the main peak. The "chimneys" of Whitney
are in the foreground. Photograph presented to
Gustafe Marsh by J. E. Church.

71
Wa-shington office ot: the United States Coast and Geodetic
Survey received Brittain's nmission completedn telegram on
June 25, with considerable surprise.

The unusual speed was

partially ·e xplained a few days later when the Washington office received an announcement of Brittain's wedding.

Offi-

cials of the Survey considered the feasibUi.t y of ·a ssigning
60
engaged men to all their difficult tasks in the future.
Mount Whitney was the first very high peak whose
elevation was determined by first order leveling.

The 1925

and 1928 parties determined the elevation of Mount Whitney

to be 14,495.811 feet with a maximum possible error of .2 of

a foot. 61

A subsequent survey in 1940 gave the elevation of
62
the summit of Mount Whitney as 14,494.777 feet.
Moun~

Wbitney has thus served the realm of science.

Astronomy, meteorology, and physics have each benefited from
studies conducted there.

To say that progress in these

sciences would have been delayed or stifled had this mountain
not been available would be a broad assumption and an ove-r evaluation of its importance.

Further, this assumption would

reflect unfavorably on the ingenuity of those men who devoted
their lives to the advancement of these fields of science.

60 ~., p. 57·
61 .
Ibid., p. 53·
62 Mimeographed _publication of the United States Coast
and Geodetic Survey, "First-order Leveling, Tulare to Lone
Pine, Cali£ornia," May .3, 1944·
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It is to their credit that they recognized the value and importance of a natura-l laboratory and used its facilities in

conducting valuable experiments.
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CHAPTER VI
MOUNT WHITNEY AND CALIFORNIANA
The il1ust.rations of Mount Whitney reproduced in this

paper are indicati.v e of the majesty and grandeur of this
mountain.

These

reproductions~

unfortunately, are not cap-

able of cap.t uring the beauty and magnificenc-e displayed by
nature.
The introduction of thi-s paper cited the fact that few
people- really know where Mount Whitney is and that still
fewer people have even seen the mountain.

This is an un-

fortunate situation -b ecaus-e with today' s modern. systems of
transportat-i on, the highest mountain in the United States is,
at most, a few hours drive from two of the main centers of
population on the West Coast, San Francisco and Los Angeles.
It will be the purpose of this chapter to illustrate
how Mount Whitney has contributed to the field of education,
to record the part played by this mountain in developing
California's vast amount o:f literature" and to give a brie£
resume o£ its role in the motion picture industry.
Like many other mountains, Mount Whitney had its name
in print before modern man had conquered its

peaks~

While

the ascent of this mountain is not as formidable as presentday t -argets -o£ mountain climbers, -such as Annapurna, K-2 and
Eve.re.s t, it was relatively remote, and conquering its -lofty
crags formed as important a chapter in Clarence King-' s .life

.. L
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as did the initial climbing _of Everest for Hillary.
The Relation of Mount Whitney to Education
Mention ·o f Mount Whitney by scientists and in scientific reports is perhaps not truly literary reco.g nition.
However, the remarks of those who did scientific work on or
near Mount Whitney certainly called attention t ·o the area
and thus increas-ed or whetted public interest about the
mountain.
Jo·hn Muir's description of "dancing" on his chilly
midnight visit .among the chimneys of Whitney's peak was among
the first colorful descriptions of the mount-a in.
Joseph .N. LeConte, Professor of Geology at the University

or· California

from 1869 to 1896, wrote a number of

papers about the .Mount Whitney region, and also introduc-ed a
number of' his students to the mountain while on tours or
field trips in this vicinit.y.

It could be pre·sumed that his

lectures contained references to the numerous geological attractions o£ Mount Whitney.
Theodore H. Hittell, historian; William E. Colby,
theologian; and Willis Linn Jepson, botanist, are but three
of the early California educators who ·took time to visit the
peak of Mount Wbitney.

Accounts of their adventures in the

area are prominently featured in early volumes of the Sierra
~

Bulletin.

It could be presumed that they, too, flavored

...J.
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their lectures with descriptions of their .rare mountain experiences.
The enthusiasm that Samuel Pierpont Langley had for
Mount W_h itney has been described in previous chapters.

From

the field of physical science, Langley had many equally
famous supporters in appreciation of this natural, scientific
laboratory.

Physicists R. A. Millikan and Anders A. Angstrom-,

meteorologists Alexander G. McAdie and J.

w.

Church Jr.t

astronomers W. W. Campbell and C. G. Abbot are ·but a few of

the eminent scientists who came to Mount Whitney seeking data
that could be best procured on this laboratory.

The reports of each of the above have contained more
than passing reference to the scienti"fic importan·ce and value

of Mount Whitney as well as comments on its beauty and natural
attributes.
The Relation of Mount Whitney to Literature
It would be dtfficult to say that Mount Whitney had

been the inspiration for any particular book or lite-rary

work except for the poem in the preface and the one now
quoted:

. ~..J-
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MT .., WHITNEY

King of the peaks, you stand a white colossus,
Buttressed with mountains piled in massive tiers,
Gashing with stony fangs the- storm that crosses
Dragging its garments over granite spears,
And -flashing fire-darts while ·the storm-god tosses
His thunder-tones- about your ro~k-walled ears.
You catch the first gold of the morning sun
And the last flashes when the day is done.
Old in man's age yet young in time, and wearing
Small traces of the conflicts yet gone through,
You stand a challenge to the young and daring,
Embra~ing glorious heights and spacious views.
The lesser peaks we top in our wayfaring
But tempt us farther up the heights to you~
Yo~ are the apex overlooking all
The lofty summits of the mountain wall.
But time, no doubt, in future transformations
- Will tear you down to reconst-r uct the plot;
And then, perhaps, will future gene-rations
Trample upon your grave and know it not;
Or hungry oceans in their devastations
Perchance may roll their volumes o'er the spot
Where now- you stand to challenge mortal eyes
And summon earth-bound travelers to the skies.
Upward and on forever, man and brother,
We boldly climb the summit heights of time,
Seeking, as each new height is gained, another
Farther and higper whither we would climb
To more pe-rrection till there is none other
Above the - summit of our realm sublime.
0 king of peaks, teach u-s to understand
The high, the strong,, the heavenly, the grand!
Claude Weimer
Lane Pine, California

Education, 53:362, February, 1933.

'J
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The literary stature of Mount Whitney appears to be
paradoxically sketchy, but broad.

Ve.ry little work has been

devoted exclusively to the subject 1 but it has played an important part in shaping the word·s and speeches of' a wide
group of scientists and educators -- a group that has wielded
a vast. amount of power in directing attention to an important
point; the highest point within the continental limits of the
United States.
Mount Whitney and Its Promoters
The relat-i.vely remote location of Mount Whitney has
made the mountain a subje·ct o:f interest to a peculiar kind
of "artist," the press agent or chamber of commerce representative.

Some

~f

these "artists" have used the name of

Mount. Whitney for legitimate purposes, attempting to make
the mountain more acce.ssible to more peo.p le.

Other- of these

"artists" have been out to exploit the name Mount Whitney as
.

.

an aid in developing near-by ·t owns and villages.

Still

others have used the name to develop their own pocketbooks.•
The distinctions between these various categories of promoters or "artists" is fine.

To determine that one use of

.

the title Mount Whitney was in the interests of science and
the public welfare, while the next use of the title was exploitation of natural resources and hence contrary· to the
public welfare is beyond the scope of this report.

The writer

has not been able to remove entirely his personal prejudices
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from the following related episodes; however, he has tried ·to
make these personal prejudices obvious, and it is hoped that

the reader will not allow these to influence his judgments of
the individuals described.
The first person to introduce Mount Whitney to the
publi.c with a fee involved., was Reverend F. H. \'lales of
Tulare, California.

Reverend \'/ales had visited Mount \'lhitney

in lg81 at the time that the Langley expedition was conducting experiments in solar radiation in that area, accompanied
by a fellow resident of Tul~re, W. B. Wallace. 1 Their reason
for being in the Whitney region at this time is unknown, but

they could have become ·i nterested in the subject of mountaineering by association with Georg.e W. Stewart,. an early-day

historian from Tulare.

Stewart. had been on the mountain in
1879 and was .much impressed by the experience. 2

Upon his return from the high peaks of the eastern
Sierra, Reverend Wales conceived the idea of conduc.t ing
guided tours of the area.

He .printed and distributed a cir-

cular titled Proposed Trip

12 Mount Whitney.3

In this publication, Wales proposed a trip to start .
in July and extend through August.

The -group making the

1
W. B. Wallace, "A Night on Mt. Whitney.,"~· Whitnex
Club -J.ournal, 1:1-4, May, 1902 •
. 2

.
"In Memoriam, George W. Stewart.," California Historical Society Quarterly, lO:JlO, .September, 19)1.
-

"3 This. ci-rcular was found in the Mount Whitney File
at the Tulare County Library, California .•
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FIGURE 7.
AERIAL VIEW OF THE EASTERN SIERRA NEVADA
.

Looking south from 16,600 feet above Big Pine-Glacier
Inn. Mount Whitney is not distinguishable. The cloud
formation in the upper left is a typical lenticular type
cloud indicating the presence of the Sierra Standing
Wave, a phenomenon that has led to the establishment or·
glid.e r altitude records of over 42,000 feet in thi·s area.
Photograph taken .from the co-pilot seat o.f an USAF KC-97
by M/Sgt. Donald McGee, USAF.
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trip would study geology,_ botany, mineralology and ornithology.

Professor Charles Hichcock of Dartmouth was to

accompany the party.

The tour was to cost $100 per person,

this f .e e would include the opportunities for study listed
above, fi.fty pound-s of baggage and an opportunity to name
any new mountain that might be discovered.

Wales wrote

numerous letters to editors of C-a lifornia newspapers re-porting his visit with the Langley party and suggesting that
here was a scenic area worthy of visiting, with the admonition that a guide was a valuable ass.et in the rugged terrain
that would confront . the explo.rer in the region around Mount
Whitney.

No information is available as to the success of

the Wales enterprise.
In 1883, Wales published a Guide !2 the Grand and
Sublime Scenery
Mount Whitney·. 4

.2£

~ Sierra Nevada, in the region about

During the same year, W-ales' mountaineering

partner, W. B. Wailace, published a History of Tulare County
in which he used the same colorful description of Mount
Whi tney5 that. appeared in \'lales' Guid·e •
Whether Reverend Wale-s' interest in J.1ount Whitney was
academic or whether he was a pioneer California promoter with

4 F

d · k H Wales Guide to the Grand and Sublime
re er1.c
•
.,
h- --.bout""Mount
Scenery of the Sierra Nevada, in t e re&J..on a.
Whitney TSan Francisco, Californiar W. w. Ell1ot and Company,

1883).

.

B. Wallac-e, History £f_ Tulare Count~ (San Francisco, California~
W. Elliot and Company, 18 J).

5

w.

w.

f
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the new, familiar religious angle is undetermined.
It was the twentieth century before efforts were again

directed towards actively i·nteresting the public in Mount
Whitney.

In 1901, efforts to this end were started in both

Tulare and in Lone Pine.
At Tulare, the Mt. Whitney Club was organized.

The objectives of this association are: to aid in making
Mt. Whitney -- the crown of t .he Sierras -- and the adjacent mountain region, better known to the world; ·to
assist in mapping the Mt. Whitney region • • • • 6
There were originally thirty-two members of this club
including .suc·h people as George W. Stewart-, his daughter
Emily F. Stewart, F. H. Wales, W. B. Wallace and others.
group published the

!:!!• Whitney Club Journal,

appeared in 1902, 1903 and 1904.

The

an annual that

Articles in the Journal

were generally devoted to accounts of various ascents o£ the
mountain by members and items of historical nature.

Members

who had climbed the mountain were entitled to wear the -club
emblem, a triangular piece of polished granite from the
summit of Whitney placed above a gold base and inscribed

"M.w.c.n7

.
Three items of evidence point to the promotional,

rathe-r than the academic motives of the Mt. Whitney Club.
First.., the obJectives are predominantly stated in promotional

6 ~· Whitney ~ Journal, 1:37, May, 1903 •
7 J1!. Whitney~ Journal, 1.: 17, May, 1902.

.,
i
' l ,i

terms, "better known ·to the world.n

Second, is the use of

t ·he term "Mt. n when all other persons interested in a purely
scientific light consistently use the full term "Mount."
Third, is the use of the term "Sierras."
1901 .saw the developments in Lone Pine t .hat were definit-ely promotional.
Pine in 1901.

Gustafe Marsh made his home in Lone

His wife has described Marsh as "A man who

was vitally interested in the promotion and future of Lone
Pine.n 8 Marsh had been engaged in mining at Balarat and had
fished in the Whitney region, but did not climb the peak
until 1901.

From his trip to the peak of Whitney and his

daily observation of its magnificence came the inspiration
for a life-long hobby.

Marsh recognized that here was the

key to building Lone Pine.

If the mountain were readily

accessi·b le and the people were aware of its grandeur, the
obvious gateway to Whitney would be through Lone Pine.

It

was not difficult to persuade other residents of the Owens
Valley of the logic in this point of view and they were soon
ready t ·o assist Marsh in building the Mount Whitney trail.
Gustafe Marsh enlisted the aid of many sci-entists in order to
complete his- task of building the trail.

The use of Mount

Whitney as a point for scientific observations was valuable
as an attention-getting device.
the mountain.

The publi.c became aware of

Thus, the scientific endeavors that used Mount

g Personal inte·rview with Mrs. Gustafe Marsh, February

lJ J 1951.

.. L

.,: .

Whitney aided Marsh's basic de·sire to promote the future of
Lone Pine.
In the years before 1915, development of ?-1ount

~~hitney

as a tourist attraction was difficult, for transportation was
a major stumbling block.

While the Owens Valley was served

by a railroad, its location relative to the· Mojave and Death
Valley deserts prevented it from becoming a popular vacation
land.

With the ooming of the automobile age and improved

highways, the spadework begun by Marsh was carried on by
others, and t ·he Mount Whitney area .bec·ame a better-known
tourist attraction.
Mount Whitney Meets the Aeroplane
The year 1914 marked a major event in the efforts to
exploit the Mount w·hitney region.

In this historic year,

W. G·. Scott was employed by the Inyo Good Road Club, an
organization of citizens from Mono and Alpine Counties which
was desirous of attracting tourists to the area and in securing state funds for t .he improvement of highways in their
respective counties.
campaign.

Mr. Scott was thorough in .Planning his

In doing research for the project, he discovered

an item in the reports from the 1gg1 Langley expedition that
laid the foundation for an aeroplane flight over Mount
Whitney.

While Lan.g ley was on the mountain summit, he is·

quoted as remarking to a companion, Lieutenant William ·A.
Glassford, of the United States Army Signal Corps,

;. L..

.. .. ·- --.. --....... ·.......... --·- ·- - . . -
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What a boon to man would be the power to fly over where
we now are. It can be done. I believe I am on the
track of the right principle. But if it so be my effort
fails, there will yet come on.e who will achieve success.9
·Langley's experiments with his "Aerodrome" were well

knownt and his thoughts on flying served as an impetus to

this promotional scheme.

The Inyo Good Road Club announced

the suc·cess of their aeronautical venture in a message to
Colonel Willi·am A. Glassford, United States Anny, Commanding,

Signal Service, Western Department, San Francisco, California.

The message advi-sed that at nine o• clock in the morning of
June 25, 1914 1 Silas Christofferson flew over Mount Whitney
at an elevation. of 15,725 feet, 1,225 feet above the summit.•

The entire week beginning June 20, 1914 was aviati-on
week in Inyo-Mono-Alpine Counties.

The Christofferson air-

craft was a tractor bi-plane that had been built in San
Franc·i sco.

It ·h ad a wingspread of forty-se-v en feet s·even

inches, was powered with -a one-hundred horsepower engine and
carried thirty gallons of gasoline, the pilot and a _passenger.
Its total gross weight was 1,850 pounds.
The Mount Whitney flight was preceded by a demonstration £light from Bishop to Lone Pine with a

ence.

. h

The flying time from BJ.S op

t

of forty-nine miles, was 33 mi nut es.

9

o

st~P

at Independ-

Independence, a distance
(Present aeronautical

.
n
or Touring on the Air 1-n Tr~nsW. G. Scott, . ~ot ·n t
and American f.1otor ~~

Sierra California, n PacJ.fi_£
10·: 1, Ju.ly, 1914· .
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FIGURE 8.
AERIAL VIEW OF MOUNT WHITNEY
Taken slightly north and east of the peak from an
altitude of lo,500 feet. Photograph by M/Sgt.
D.onald McGee, ·usAF.

.L

gg

charts show the distance to be approximately forty miles.)
Takeoff for t -h e flight over Mount Whitney was originally scheduled for June 24 and a large crowd, including
miners £rom Darwin, had assembled to witness the event.

In-

clement weather prevent-ed the planned flight, but the pilot
demonstrated his aeronautical prowess to the assembly in
.s pite of high winds.

On the morning of June 25, Christofferson took off at

5:09 a.mw and landed at 6:03 a.m.

In this f.ifty-four minute

flight, he had reached only 13,428 feet..

This set a new

altitude record, but had not topped Mount Whitney.

After

eating breakfast, a second flight left the ground at 8:21
a.m. and at 9:05 Christoffe-r son was over the peak at 15, 728
feet and was back on the ground at 9:17 a.m.

An official statement was made by a Board of Observation setting forth the events described above.

The statement

was signed by:

G. P. Doyle, M.D., Bishop

M. Q. Watterson, Cashier,

I~yo

County

W. G. Scott, Execut-ive Secretary., Inyo C.ounty Good Roads

Club, -M anager, Inyo Mines Syndicate
·Tully c. Knoles, A.M., Pastor, M E Church
Frank Campbell, BSEM
Witnessed by:
A. D. Schiveley, Notary Public.

.1

Witness Doyle was to achieve notoriety in later years
as a leading figure in the controversy for water rights between residents of the Owens Valley and the City of Los
Angeles.

Tully- c. Knoles became the President and Chancellor
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of College of the Pacific.

During an interview with Chancel-

lor Knoles, he recalled vividly tha excitement of having an
airplane in the Owens Valley and the resulting attention that
was directed to that part of California to the east of the
Sierra Nevada mountains.
The flight made by Christofferson was a remarkable
achievement.

The perform-ance of his one-hundred horsepower

aircraft in climbing to 15t000 feet at an average rate of
climb in excess of }50 feet per minute was phe-nomenal at that
early period in development of aircraft. 10
In 1916, the Inyo Independent reported that an automobile road to Mount Whitney had been started from Kern
County, but no follow-up of this plan appears in local newspapers •
.The opening of a road from Mount Whitney to Death
Valley was celebrated in October of 1936.

This celebration

featured carrying water from Lake Tulainyo,_ the highest
fres-h-water lake iri the world to the peak -o f \'/hitney, then
down to the head of the road at Ibex Fark (now Whitney
Portals) where the water was taken by automobile to Bad

,

11

Water in Death Valley.
With a first-class highway to Whitney Portals, it was

10 ~., PP• 1-6.
11 "Wedding of the Waters," Westways, 29:16-17, -December, 19J?.

.~
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po·ssible to drive within thirteen miles of the peak of Mount
Whitney.
and is

However, this thirteen miles is over rugged terrain

~onsidered

to be a two-day hike.

The trip can be

completed in one day on horseback, but even this is not
recommended for the novice mountaineer.
The Role of Mount Whitney in Motion Pictures
With the opening of highways to the Mount Whitney
region, Whitney became an attraction to more and more visitors.
Among t ·he visitors were representative.s of the motion picture
producers colony in southern Califomi.a.. These people were
quick to recognize the possibility of using this setting wit·h
picturesque mountains, both the Sierra Range and the Alabama
Hills for "on location" work, and even more attractive were
the same qualities that had drawn scientific parties to the
area.

The slight moisture content in the atmosphere of this

region would imprGve the lighting required for motion picture
production.
Probably millions of people have seen Mount Whitney
in motion pictures and not realized what they were seeing.
A roll of major pictures using the Whitney area for a backdrop will attest to this fact.

With both picturesque moun-

tains and desert side by side, it would be assumed that this
location was a natural one for "'\'/estern" or "Cowboy" movies.
However, as the following l-ist will show, this has not · been
an exclusive "Western" location.
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The .first use of ·the Mount Whitney region as a movi.e
set is believed to have been in 1929 when both Hoot Gibson
and Ken Maynard visited the area to shoot scenes for their
respective studios.

In the same year Warner Brothers Studio

made some scenes in the area ·with unnamed stars for its production "Forty Niners.n 12
There appears to have been little activity by motion
picture studios in this region until the last half ·of the
1930's.

In 193-6, part o·f "Charge of the Light Brigade" was

film~d there, 1 3 and in 1937 · Gene Autry o£ Republic Studios
used Lone Pine· as hea-dquarters while filming a western. 1 4
The year 1938 was a big year f ·or the Mount Whitney location.
Three major productions were filmed in the area, Republic
Studios "Army Girl," then "Gungha Din" by RKO, and United
Artists "The Lady and the Cowboy" with Gary Cooper and Merle
Oberon ..1 5 In addition to this, the "Mount Whitney Story"
was broadca.s t to the nation on the Pacific Coast Borax Company's NBC .radio show "Death Valley Days.n 1 6
The 1939 movie filming season began in May, when an
independent company made part of the 0'Henry story "Double,
12 News item in the Igyo Independent, March 2, 1929 •·
March 30, 1929, April 6, 192 • .
13 Ibid., March 20, 1936.

14 .

.

~., .March

12, 1937.

1 5 Ibid., May 12, 1938, June 10, 1938, July 8, i938.
16 Ibid., July 15, 1938.
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Dyed, Deceived" on the Whitney location.
year, Randolph Scott starred in
the same area.

~Frontier

In June of ·the same
Marshall" taken in

"Doctors Won't Tell" starring John Wayne was

the first 1940 contribution that Mount Whitney made to t ·he
motion picture indu-s try-.

This was followed by the Fox film

"Life of Brigham Young," and Warner Brothers' Humphrey Bogart
film "Zero" was the fin~l film for the year. 17
The- Whitney movie location contributed to the Good
Neighbor program in 1941 when the Gene .Autry film "Down Mexico
Way" was produced.

With World War II and its restriction on

travel, the Whitney movie location lost some of its

popul~rity.

However, in 1943, United Artists produced "Leather Burners"
and filmed many scenes in the shadow of the mountain.

z-a ne

Grey's "Wanderer of the Wa-s teland" was produced in 1945 -by
-

RKO and starred Jack Holt.

The "Wastelands" in this case

lay between the A1abamas and Mount Whitney.

In 1946, RKO

Stu-dios again came to Mount Whitney to film scenes for "Code

or

the West. " 18
1947 was, a gala year for this ideal movie location.

The movie year started in February when RKO brought John
Wayne to Lone Pine to film "Tycoon."

June found Warner

Brothers on location for "Silver River" with Errol Flynn and
17 Ibid. , May 12, 193 9, -June 9 ,_ 1939, 1-~arch 29, .1 940,
April. 12, I94U, Sep.tember 20, 1940.
1 g Ibid., August 22, 1941, February 26, 1943, May 25,
1945) July~ 1946.

,.· :r.
.
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Ann Sheridan.

Monogram Studios was producing "Panhandle" on

this set in September, and in November, Columbia Studio·s em.Ployed the same ba.c kdrops for its production of "Carmen. ,l9

The year 1947 found Mount Whitney again starring on a
radio program..

The Du Pont radio show for the second week

in February was titled "Man Against the Mountain."

Thus the

story of Gustafe Marsh and his fellow trail builders became

a part of the "Cavalcade of America.n 20
"Bagdad" produced by Universal International, and the
.
Twentieth Century-Fox production "Rawhide" were films that
employed the Mount Whitney sett·ing in 1949. 21 The Rudyard
Kl.p ling classi.c "Kim" was partially filmed in the Whitney

region in 1950.
Thus, Mount Whitney has played an important incognito
role in many of Hollywood's great productions.

The mountain

has served as a magnificent backdrop for numerous movies,
western thrillers as well as "Oscar" candidates.

The versa-

tility of the setting ha·s ranged from the Himalaya.s in James

Hilton's Shangri La to the Yaila Mountains in "Charge of the

Light .Brigade," and from the Castillian Hills of "Carmen" to
the widely vari.ed locales employed in the westerns.

All o£

these have allowed i ·n numerable people to experience the

l9 Ibid., February 6, June 6, Se.p tember 19, November
21, 1947 • .
20 Ibid., February
21, 1947.
21 Ibid., May 26, December 30,
1949.

;.
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thrill of viewing ·the magnificent heights or· Mount Whitney,
but unfortunately the audience did not realize what it was
seeing.
Perhaps the m·o st spectacular attempt to exploit Mount
Whitney occurred in 1926 when PoEular Mechanics magazine
contained an article proposing an aerial tramway to the
mountain summit where it was proposed that a forty room
hotel would be erected •.22 There is no official record of
this proposal in the files of the National Park Service of-·

fices at Three Rive-rs, California or the United States Forest
Service at Lone Pine or Bishop, California.

Numerous in-

quiries to natives of the Owens Valley failed to turn up
any further details of the propo·s al. _Several "old timers"
-

vaguely recalled hearing of the tramway project, but no one

was able to suggest the author of the plan.

Inquiry to the

editors of Popular Mechanics was likewise to no avail.

In

1951, the Mount Whitney tramway scheme was rivaled when a
group or southern California televisi-on experts ·explored the
mountain as a possible site for a television antenna.

Un-

fortunately the g.e ographical location of the mountain was
too remote from populated areas to be of value to the television industry.

22 "Aerial Tramway to Scale Mt. Whitney," Popular
Mechanics, -45:884, June 26., 1926.

CHAPTER VII
THIS IS MOUNT WHITNEY

This paper has recounted a number of ascents of Mount
Whitney, and it is hoped that the interest of the reader has
been somewhat whetted -- at least to the point of wondering
. how accessible the mountain is today.
Approach from the East
The easiest route to the highest mountain in the
United States is from the Owens Valley on the eastern side
of the Sierra Nevada Range.

United Stat·e s ·highway number

395 stretches along the eastern flank of the range from
Mojave on the south to Reno, N-evada on the north.

A number

of highways through the passes of the Sierra Nevada Mountains
connect this eastern highway with the San Joaquin-Sacramento
Valley.

From Lone Pine, a _paved road leads to Whitney

Portals, ~hich . is about twelve miles west of Lone Plne and
about thirteen miles by trail from Mount Whitney.

The trip from Whitney Portals to the summit of Mount
Whitney requires thre.e days on foot or two d·ays by horseback •
It. is possible to accomplish the trip by eithe.r method in a

.shorter period of time, but experienced guides and packers
in this area recommend planning the trip on the two- or
three-day basis.
Usually the trip by foot

·

J.S

d to Mirror Lake on the
rna e

r ,..
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first day.

This stop is about five miles above Whitney

Portals, its approximate elevation is 11,000 feet, and this
is the ·l a-s t place to obtain wood for cooking or :for warmth.
The second day's hike is over the crest of the Sierra to the
Sequoia National Park side, then to the summit of Whitney
and return to Mirror LakeA

The return trip to Whitney

Portals is made on the third day.

When making the trip by

hors-e back, the climb to Mirror Lake is made the .first day
and the entire trip from the Lake to the summit and .return
to Whitney Portals is made the second day.
To the more expe-r ienced and adventuresome mountaineer,
the east face of Mount Whitney is an interesting challenge.
Probably not more- than one hundred people have made this ·ascent and the guidance of an expert mountaineer is considered
indispensable by Norman Clyde, the man who pioneered this
route. 1 Officials o:f the Inyo National Forest concur on
Clyde's recommendation.
In August 1"9.31, Clyde led a group consisting of Dr.
Robert Underhill of Harvard, Jules Eichorn of .S an Francisco,

and

Glen Dawson of Los Angeles up the east face of Whitney.

This group was accompanied part of the way by Francis
Farquhar.

Clyde had spent several years studying the par-

ticular route to be used and the climb was accomplished as
planned.

In the following month, Daws.on and two friends

1 Interview with Norman Clyde, February 22, 1951.

,.
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from Los Angeles made the first descent of the east face. 2
There are a number of other routes, or ·trails, start-ing in the Owens Valley that lead to the Mount Whitn-e y area,

but the two mentioned above are the most frequently used •.
The Northern Rout-e
The mountain can be approached from the north by using
the John Muir Trail that starts in Yosemite National Park.
This famous high Sierra trail can be intercepted at several
points south of Yosemite, notably the trail up ·the middle
fork of the Kings River or from Cedar Grove and the Kings
River Canyon Trail.

Both of these routes are over rather

rugged terrain and the time involved to reach Mount Whitney
along the John Muir T_rail, even when using the tributaries,
would vary from a week to ten days, dependent of the experience of the persons involved and the particular route used.
From the Sout-h and the \Vest
Probably the shortest route to Whitney from the San
Joaquin Valley is the trail starting at Mineralking, near
the southern border of Sequoia National Park-.

highway and improved road leads to Mineralking.

A combination
This road

branches off from the main highway, State Route 19g, that
leads through Three Rivers and to the southern entrance of
2 .Norman Clyde, nup the East Face of Whitney," Touring_

Topics, 23:35-9, December, 19)1.

i-

I

,.,

Sequoia National

Park~

From Mineralking, the hiker rollows

part of the ·o ld Hockett Trail, in fact it is possible to retrace some of the route followed by Clarence King when he
made his final assault on Mount Whitney.

The Rockett Trail

is followed through Franklin Pass to the Kern River Canyon,
then up the Kern River to the Sheep Pass Trail.

From here

the hiker continues east until the Sheep Pass Trail intercepts the J ·o bn Muir Trail, then south to Mount Whitney.

This

approach is like the others from the west, longer and in some
cases over terrain that is very rough.

~n

Many high Sierra

thusiasts with limited time combine· the available routes to
Mount Whitney by starting from one valley and completing
their . trip in the other.

All trails d·escribed are well

marked and are maintained in excellent condition by the
National Park Servic-e or the National Forest Service.

N-or-

mally the climbing season. is from July 1 to September 15.

Flora and Fauna of the· Mount Whitney Region
Mount Whitney is well above the timber line which is
usually reckoned to be between 11,000 and 11,500 feet.

How-

ever, there is evidence, that the timber line has lowered
since botanists first visited this region in 1874.

3

This

evidence is found in the presence of a number of plants above

. J United. States Geografhica! Surveys ~e;tGof ~One
Hundredth ~eridian, Volume 6 Wash~ngton, u. •• overnment
Printing Office., !8-69), P• J54·
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the present timber line, plants that are normally found only
in. timbered areas.4
The bleak granite surfaces of Mount Whitney offer
little foothold for plant life, though Norman Clyde has observed at least two alpine- plants above the 14,000 foot. level
on the peak, Polymonium and Draba.

Clyde also report·s

havi~

seen a number of birds on the summit, specifically the rosy
finch, rock wren, cony marmet.

These were seen on several

occasions and he recalls one observation of a martin.

The

only large animal that inhabits this alpine region is the
mountain sheep.

There have been no reports of these animals

on Mount Whit·ne.y, though traces of their presence on the surrounding peaks and on the adjacent saddles are common.

A

herd .o f twenty to thirty ·s heep was reported recently to be
ranging in the area between Mount Williamson and Mount Russell, immediately north of Mount Whitney.5
Points of Interest in the Mount Whitney Region
The person who climbs .Mount Whitney. will find myriads
of interesting things to observe and _places to explore.

In

the early part of the climbing season, the mountaineer will
usually find excellent conditions of visibility;. however,

4 John Thomas Howell, "Base Camp Botany, 1949'" fllimeographed Sierra Club publication.
5 Fred L. Jones, "A Survey of the Sierra Nevada Big•
horn," Sierra ~ Bulletin, 35·: 29-76, June, 19;0.
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FIGURE 9.
TABULAR SUMMIT AND THE CHIMNEYS

OF MOUNT WHITNEY

The ·ragged Kings River Canyon shows in the background.
Photograph by M/Sgt. Donald McGee, USAF.
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during the later portion of the season, forest fires pollute
the atmosphere and restrict much of the panoramic delights
of being on Whitney.

The mo·s t expansive view from Whitney

i .s the one to the east.

The entire Owens Valley seems to

lie at the feet of the observer.

The \V:hi te Mountains to· the

north and the Inyo Range to the east ·o f the Owens Valley expose their naked and weathered surfaces to detailed scrutiny ..
To the southeast, Death Valley, the lowest area in the United
States,. is visible.

To the west, the terrain somewhat ob-

scures the view, but an occasional glimpse of the Coast Range
is possible.
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Cultivated areas in the San .Joaquin Valley have

produced a "dust bowl" area that restricts visibility at frequent intervals.

In the Owens Valley,. the dry expanses of

Owens Lake and Tinnemaha Lake also are the source of blowing
dust that obscures the view from Whitney ...

Ir unusual weather conditions restrict the long view
.f'rom Whitney, there are a number of intriguing pla·ces of
interest near the mountain.

Lake Tuleinyo, the highest lake

in the United States, is not far to the north of Whitney.
Golden Trout Creek lies but a sho·r t di-stance south of the
peak.

This is where Golden Trout were first discovered and

today it is

st~ll

one of the most likely places to catch such

piscatorial prizes.

Golden Trout have been planted in other

stre·ams in ·this high mountain region so that· the fishermanmountaineer who seeks this trophy will find it easily in most
of the streams that rise in this region.

The layman, as well

_,..,...'!
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as the geologist, will find the glacial polish, striation and
moraine deposits that surround Whitney to be some of the most
classic examples of such geological phenomena.

A short dis-

tance south of Whitney is Crabtree Meadows; this was the base
site for the Langl.e y expedition.

I

Here the student of astron-

omy, physics, or history will find a .fertile .field for exploration.

t

I·l

Intere-s ting Visitors to l\1ount Whitney
Chapters III and VI of this paper have set .forth the
names o£ many fam6us and historic persons who have climbed
the highest peak in the United States.

T·o attempt ·to name

all the persons who have made this ascent would be impossible.
For a number of years the National Park Service has maintained

-

l
t

,
(

'

l

1

t

a register in the Smithsonian Building on the peak., and many

o.f the visitors have recorded their name therein;_ however,
there are many mountaine-e rs who -emulate John Muir whose
custom was never to leave his name on any mountain, rock, or
tree in any wilderness. 6

During the 1930's a Civilian Con-

servation Corps project was the compilation of a "Climbing
History of Mount Whitney."

This report was based on the

register and some research of the period preceding the use

or

the register. 7 •

(

'

6 William Frederick Bade, !!!!! Life and Letters .2[ J·o hn
Muir (Cambridge, Massachu-set.ts: The Riverside Pres-s , Houghton
Mi.f£lin, 1924J, p. 396.
.
7 Files of Sequoia National Park, Ash Mountain Headquarters. -

.•
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On their various outings and "High Trips," members of

the Sierra Club have .frequently visited Mount vlhitney.

On

several o£ these occasions, the groups were made up of a
hundred or more people. 8 '9

Other organizations, such as the

Young Men's Christian Association and Boy Scouts have trekked
to this peak in large numbers.

The geological field trips

to the Whitney region that were originated by J. N. LeConte
and his University of California geology classe.s in the

1890's are a tradition that is still carried on by a number
of the geology departments of colleges and universities o.f
the West.
Tragedies on Mount Whitney

It has been noted that the ascent of Whitney is not a
dangerous undertaking; nonetheless, ttT.oo-rnan-go-yah
the
old man of the mountainn 10 has destined the death of several
persons · who ventured forth into hi.s domain.

Clarence King's

description of the storm that raged about the mountain (ad-

jacent Mount Cochrane) when he made his "mistake of 1871" is
perhaps prophetic o£ Whitney's first tragedy.

This was the

death o£ Byrd Surby, who was struck by lightning while on

i
I

\

I

!

,

8 William Frederi:ck Bade,. "On the Trail with the Sierra
Club," Sierra Club Bulletin, 5 :·63, J ·a nuary, 1904.

9 Jessie .McGilvery Treat, "The Kern River Outing of
Sierra
Club Bulletin, 10:170-8, January, 1917. ·
1916,"
"10

g.

ante, p. 16.
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the peak with the Everman Golden Trout Party in 1904. 11

On August 25, 1930, four members of a party that was
working on t·he John Muir Trail near Mount Whitney were seve-rely
injured when a dynamite blast started an avalanche.

One of

the uninjured members of the party ran twelve miles to the
Crabtree Meadows Ranger Station to report the accident and
seeure aid.

From Crabtree Meadows, the ranger rode horseback

twenty-two miles to reach a telephone and place a call for
medical assistance.

Within forty-eight hours a doctor and a

nurse from Visalia were at the scene of the acc-ident.

Two

of the boys were removed to Independence and then flown to
the hospital at Visalia.

The two remaining victims of the

accident were too seriously injured to move, and the doctor
and nurse struggled valiantly, in a cabin at the 11,000 foot
level, to sav-e these precious lives.
~raft

The Army sent an air-

from March Field (San Bernadino, California) to Inde-

_p endence with medical suppli-es.

-The plane dropped some of

the supplies at the mountain infirmary. 12

On-e of the boys-

died, and during the .following year a monument in his memory
was erected on the- John Muir Trail. 13
The year 1942 was marked by two deaths on the mountain.

In early September, Edgar Stribling, a sixty-nine year old
11 Q£- ~. p. 55.
1 2 News item in the San F-r ancisco Chronicle, .August 31
and Jl, and September 1, 1930:

13 News item in the Inyo Independent, August 15, 1931

,
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resident of Long Beach, climbed Mount Whit·n ey.

~
J•

He became

[:

lost on the return trip, and spent two nights in subfreezing

I

I
i

temperatures at the foot of the mountain before he was found.

i

i

This exposure to severe weath.er caused pneumonia, and this

intr~pid

I

;. :

mountaineer died shortly after he was found. 14 This

f

tragedy was followed by the suicide of a nineteen year old

I

boy who disap.p eared £rom a Lone Pine hotel.

I

His body was
found on the western slopes of Mount Whitney. 15
A Marine air transport crashed near Mount Whitney in

July., 194.5.

Eight marines perished in the crash. 16 In 1947,

a civilian aircraft carrying four persons

~rashed

fifteen

miles south of Whitney, and all succumbed. 1 7 Presumably
these accidents were both the result of a peculiar meteorological phenomena known as a Standing Wave.

During this

phenomenon, unusually large and abrupt changes in atmospheric
pres·s ure occur.

These severe .c hanges are reflected in errone-

ous altimeter re·a dings in aircraft.

Research on this· subject

is being conducted at present by the United States Navy Bureau
of Aeronautics, The Southern California Glider Council, and
the meteorology departments of the University of California
at Los Ang.e les and the California Institute of Technology·

14

!2!!!•,

September 4 and 11, 1942.

15 ·News item in the Inyo Independent,, October 9, 1942·
16
~., July 13. 1945.
17
~., September 19, 1947·

I
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The most recent tragedy c.o nnected with Mount Whitne}'
was

the one which called the writer's attention to the need

for this specific paper -- the deaths of Christopher Smith
Reynolds of Connecticut, and Steve Wasserman of Philadelphia.
These young men were killed in a fall from the- east face of
Whitney on August 6, 1950. 18 ·soth young men had had a little
mountaineering experience and. had resolved to climb the. east
face while studying its contours from their place of summer
employment, the Cerro Gordo Mine in the Inyo Mountains east
of Lone Pine.

The superintendent of the mine persuaded t -h e

boys to hire a guide, Norman Clyde.

Contact was made with

Clyde who agreed to lead them on their venture.

Clyde was

detained in the mountains with another party, and was a day
late in his anticipated arrival in Lone Pine for the east
face trip.

The impetuosity of youth led the two young moun-

taineers to attempt the east face ascent unaided.

Several

days later it was Norman Clyde who located their bodies among
the treache-r ous granite slopes and spires of Mount \1/hit-n ey.

I,

I

18 ~., August 18, 1950.

CHAPTER VIII
SU~~RY

AND RECOW4ENDATIONS

Summarization of this study must include recognition
of the chronic dilemma of nearly all historical research -the dearth of reliable details and factual data.

This enigma

makes the role of the historian both exciting and depressing.
It is exciting because he strives to weave vague and widely
scattered bits of data into an intelligible and interesting
st.o ry for his c.ontemporaries and posterity, yet it is somewhat frustrating because of the many gaps that must be filled
with the writer's interpolations,

inte~polations

that time

and new discoveri.es o£ information somet.imes make erroneous .•
Recognizing and facing these £acts, the following brief summary of subject areas included. in this paper and suggestions
for future studies are presented.
The story of Mount Whitney has been presented in what
might be termed a topical chronology. . The exception to this
description is Chapter II, which is a discussion of the sources
of data and information used in preparing the story.

Chapter

III begins the chronology by presenting the g-eological backgr.ound of the mountain and ·progre·s .ses to the relation of the
mountain ·t ·o the topic of archeology.

The story then moves to

more recent times and attention is focused on the discovery
and ascent ·of Mount Whitney during the ·pa·s t

cent~ry.

At this

point in the sto·ry, a shade of humor is introduced with the
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FIGURE 10.

EAST FACE AND NORTH SLOPE
OF MOUNT WHITNEY .
Under the right wing of a USAF KC-97 erui·s ing· at
16,-500 feet. Photograph by M/Sgt. Donald McGee,
USAF.
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controversy of choosing a proper name f ·o r the highest peak in .
the United States.
The first million years. of Mount Whitney's history
were of only ·slight significance to mankind, but in the halfcentury of time from it·s discovery by modern man through the
.first quarter of the twentieth century, the mountain assisted
considerably in contributing to man's knowledge of ·several
fields of ·s ci.ence.

How this mountain -assisted in these

fields is recounted in Chapter V.

The chronology continues

in Chapter VI to, what is called by some ·persons, the exploitation age or the era of desecration -- the period when
man became more interested in using the mountain for finaneial gain .than maintaining it for its aesthetic values and
natural wonders.

In Chapter VII the reader is acquainted

with the accessibility of the mountain.
The sources of written information concerning Mount
Whitney are quite clearly derined, and it is the belief that,
with one possible exception, all maj.or pertinent publications
have been included.

The exception could be possible technical

.o r research papers on geology, ·a rcheology or history of the
Mount Whitney region written by students at colleges or
universities outs-ide the state of Calif'ornia.

However, the

writer f'ound no indication that. such studies have been made.
In general the geological and archeological history of
Mount Whitney is relatively complete to date.

The geological

changes in the -area must necessarily be slow.

Present data

·--
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on the area .have be-en collected within the last century., and
the geological future of Mount Whitney will likely be subject
to more detailed scrutiny than any similar area on the continent because of its accessibility, its proximity to institutions offering geological courses, and the fact that this
area is geologically interesting.
The same comments could be made concerning the field

of archeology as were made to the field of geology.

Each

year finds both professional and amateur archeologists scouring this region f.or new artifacts and other evidence ·of prehistoric habitation.

These searches are not in vain.

Recent

news reports of discoveries in Texas1 will no doubt spur
local archeologists to renewed vigor.
There are still many families in the Owens Valley and
in the Visalia-Tulare areas whose members participated in the
early exploration and development of the Mount Whitney region.
The writer was able to interview but a few of these pioneers
or their descendants.

A worthy project for historical soci-

eties on both sides of the Sierra Nevada Range would be a
search for diaries -, letters and other data p-ertaining to the
early history of Mount Whitney.

Specific families to contact.

would be those of the early-day packers and guides who worked

in the Whitney and upper Kings River Canyon regions.
With regard to Mount Whitney and the £ields of science

1 ~' 64:66, July 12, 1954.
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that ·h ave utilized its attributes the records are ample.
Each expedition to the mountain has recorded its findings in
appropriate learned publications.

However, these publications

are not readily available at the scene so· to speak.

The

Tulare and Inyo County libraries should attempt to obtain
copies of these tec-h nical report·s and publications of past
scientific expeditions to the Whitney region.

Furthermore,

equipment used by such scientific pioneers is of inestimable
value.

For example, the writer was not able to di.scover any

or the 400 f .eet of wooden track used by the Langley expedition
at Crabtree Meadows. 2 Probably much of the track has been
used for firewood.

Some present residents of the area may

have pieces of wood or fastening devices that were used by
Langley; ·however, they probably never have realized that such
articles would be of value if displayed in a local public
museum.

In terms of future expedit.i ons or studies, it is

recommended that complete files of such activities be maintained.

These files should contain not only the final report

of the study, but the invaluable data such as newspaper items
and letters of inquiry as to facilities, and accessibility
that usually precede such studies.

These requests for in-

formation would no doubt be addressed to local. newspapers,
chambers of commerce., county offices or agencies, schools, or
lo~al

amateur scientists.
2

g. ~J

p. 43-.

It would appear to be a simple
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those who are interested in visiting the Golden State.

Those

agencies interested in attracting the public to the Whitney
region could .further their interests and contribute to t ·he
archive-s of information by maintaining detailed reports on
the use of the "Mount Whitney Location" by movie producers.
--

.It might be feasible to use promotional literature concerning
the Whitney area with joint releases sponsored by local
chambers of commerce and film producers.

Though beyond the

realm of a historical.study, the thought has occurred to the
writer that no taxes are levied against motion picture producers who utilize the resources of the Mount Whitney loc-ation.

Perhaps a source of valuable revenue has been overlooked In conclus-i on, this paper has attempted to relate a

concise stody of Mount Whitney, a point o-:f." significance in
California history.

The task has not been easy; sources of

data were widely scattered and seldom complete.

It is the

hope of the writer that from this embryo the citizens of the
Whitney region will build Mount Whitney collections for their
respe-c tive libraries and historical societies- -- collections
of news items, diaries, letters, ·tools, inst-ruments, photographs and so £orth that will make the Mount Whitne-y story
complete for £uture generations.

r
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Bulletin, 14:53-57, February, 1929.
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Mr .. Bowie was Chief, Division of Geodesy, United.States

Coast and Geodetic Survey. He gives a very deta1led . explanation of the route and methods employed in the f1rst
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This is a lett-er report to the President, Secretary of
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Clyde, Norman, "High-Low," Touring Topics, 22:30-1, November,
1930.
.
Norman Clyde describes his first sunrise to sunset trip
from the peak of Mount Whitney to Stovepipe Wells,. travel
time 71 hours.
- - - - , "Up the East Face· of Whitney," Touring Topics,
23:35•39, December, 1931.

Clyde gives an account of the first ascent of the east
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Underhill, Eichorn, and Dawson. He also re·ports the
descent of the east face .by Dawson and two others in
September, 1931.
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-1: 1-8-, January, 1893 •
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irrigation projects under way at the time of publication-.
It also describes some of the remains of equipment used
by the Langley expedition .in 1884.
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Sierra Club Bull-etin, 17:105-7, February, 19,32.
Dr. Everman _, the Golden Trout expert, describes the unfortunate death of Byrd Surby on Mount Whitney, July 26,

1904.

Fai-rbanks, Harold W., "The Highest P-eak in the United States,"
_ Land of. Sunshine, 10:310-17, May, 1899 •
.

This article recounts an ascent of MDunt Whitney made

during the month of .May. At the t irne of writ-ing-, only
one other trip to the peak had been made at an e-a rlier
dat-e in the .c limbing season.
Farquhar, Francis P., 11 The Sierra Nevada of -C aliforn-ia_," The
.
t-lpine .Journal, 46:$8-101, May, 19,31.
This article notes the lack of California material in
the Alpine Journal during the previous sixty years, £rom
the review of· King's book in 18'12 to the article by
Gunthe in 1929. Farquhar then proceeds to desc.ribe the
Sierra Nevada from a mountaineer'·s point of view.
- - - - , "The Story of ~1ount Whitney," Part I, Sierra Club
Bulletin, 14:39-52, February, 1929.
-

Part I covers the initial discovery of Mount Whitney in
1864 by the Brewer party, and concludes with reference
to the controversy encountered in naming Mount Whitney.
- - - - , "The Story of Mount Whitney," Part II, Sierra Club
Bulletin, 20:81-93, February, 19.35.
.
Part II o£ Farquhar's "Story" covers the ·period from
1873 to 1878. Considerable attention is given to John
Muir's activities in the- Whitne-y regi-o n. Some note is
made ·of anthropology concerning Mount Whitney.
- - - - , rtThe Story of Mount Whitney," Part III, Sierra Club
Bulletin, 21:64-75, February, 1936.
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Part III of the "Story" is devoted to recounting the
Langley expedition to the Whitney region in 1881. The
history o:f the Mount Whitney Military Reservation i .s
also included as are reports on the othe.r astronomical
studies conducted on the mountain.
- - - - , "The Story o:f Mount Whitney," Part IV, Sierra Club
Bulletin, )2:75-88, May, 1947.
Some more of the archeology o£ Mount Whitney and the
account of man ' ·s first aeroplane flight over the peak is
related in this part. This i-s the concluding part of a
scholarly and well-written account of thi·s nation's
highest peak.
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California,'' The Alpine Journal, 41:296-307, November,.
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This article appears to be based rather heavily on
Farquhar's "Story o:f Mount Whitney."
Hague, James D., "Mount Whitney," The Overland Monthly,
11:27-9, November, 1873.
. .

Hague, a contemporary and friend of. Clarence King, calls
public attention to King's discovery . o:f Mount Whitney.
Speeial mention is made of Goodyear's discovery of the
fact that King did not climb Whitney in 1$71, and that
King hurried to the west coast to achieve his ambit-ion
of climbing the highest mountain in the United States.
Hittel, 'The.o dore H., "On the Tip-Top of the United States,"
Sunset, 10:394-303, February, 1903.
.
This is a story of the second Sierra Club outing, a trip
up the Xern River Canyon from Visalia to the crowning
summit of the Sierra Nevada Range.

"In Memoriam, -G eorge \V'. Stewart, n California .Histori-c al
. . Societt Quarterly, 10:309-10, September, 19jl.
Jepson, Willis Linn, "Mt. Whitney, Whitney Creek and the
Pdson Meadow Trail," Sierra Club Bulletin, 4:207-15,
February, 1915 •
.
As might b.e expected, this is an excellent botanical
description of the region named, but not at the expense
of an interesting account of this wild, rugged country.
Jones, Fred L., "A Survey of the Sierra Nevada Big Horn,"
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Sierra ~ Bulletin, 35:29-76, .June, 1950.
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Bas1n, Un1.vers·1ty .Q! Gall.fornia Bulletin of the Department 2!. Geology, ):291-)76, February., 1904:-Law~on discusses some of the geology of the Whitney
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and the King's River Canon," Sierra Club Bulletin, 7:1-22,
January, 1909.
LeConte describes the area between Mount Lyell and Mount
Whitney, a distance or· more than one hundred miles, as
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McAdie, Alexander G. _, Letter in "Notes and Correspondence,"
Sierra Club ·Bulletin, 7:248, June, 1910.
-------, "Mount Whitney as a Site for a Meteorological Observatory," _Monthly Weather Review, 31:525-27, November,

190.3.

.

This article was reprinted in the Sierra Club Bulletin,
5:197-8, June, 1904. It is a report written at the request of the Chief of the Weather Bureau inquiring about
the advantages of Whitney as an observatory. McAdie
pronounced Whitney the finest meteorological observatory
in the world.
-------, nMt. Rainier, Mt. Shasta, and Mt. Whitney as Sites
for Meteorological Observatories," Sierra .Q.1!!!?. Bulletin,
6:7-14, Janua~, 1906.
·
McAdie discusses the. relative merits of each of these
peaks as a site for a weather observation post. Mount
Whitney is McAdie's choice.
-------, "The Observatory on Mount Whitney," Sierra~
Bulletin, 7:142-45, January, 1910.
·
This article describes the Campbell-Abbot 1909 expedition
to Mount Whitney.. Particular emphasis is ~iven to the
meteorological observations made on the trl.p and to the
excellent vi..sibility .found by the astronomers with the
party.
Matthes., Fran~ois E., nThe Geologic History of f.1ount \'lhitney,"
Sierra ~ Bulletin, 22:1018, Feb:ruary, 1937·
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This is the most up-to-date and authoritative report on
the .g eology of the lv1ount Whitney· region. Consultation
with geology authorities brought to light almost unanimous
agreement with the theories and explanations set fort.h
here by f.1att.hes.
"Midland. Man," Time, 64:66, May 31., 1954.
Recent archeological discoveries in the southwest are
cited in this article. The discoveries indica-te the
presence ot: man in this area several thousand years
earlier than the "Folsom man."
Morris, Madge, "Mount Whitney.," The Overland Monthl;r,. 4.:445,
October, 1884.
Madge Morris wrote a ·poem about Mount Whitney.
Scott, W. G• ., "Motor . Touring on the Air in Tran.s-Sierra
California," Pacific .Motor, 10:1-9, July, 1914.
This is a complete story of the first aeroplane flight

over Mount Whitney. It contains several items of interest to persons interested in the early history of
aeronautics in California, and certainly is of interest
to the student of promo.t ional or press agent activities
in the early 1900's.
Solomon, Theodore s., "A Search for a High ~wuntain Route
from the Yosemite to the King's River Canon," Sierra
~Bulletin, 1:221-37, May, -1895.
In this· article, Solomon makes the first public suggesti-on leading to the John f.Iuir Trail.
Stallings, Blanche, · "The Range of Light from Mount \'/hitney,"
Sierra~ Bulletin, 32~31-5, May, 1947.
·
Blanche Stallings gives a description of a night trip up
Mount Whitney in order to wat~h the sunrise. This is not
an unusual f ·eat·, but the author has ·a dded an interesting
·touch to· John Muir's "Range of Light."
St·etson, Frank Owen, "A Pack Trail on Mount \4/hitney," Monthly
Weather Review, 32:420, September, 1904.
.
This offic.ially notes the completion of: the Mount Whitney
Trail and the value of such to the science of meteorology.
The report also notes severe electrical phenomena 1n the
Whitney and Sierra regions • .

__
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Stewart , Emily F. , "Climbing Mt. Whitney, n Mt. Whitney Club
Journal, 1:29-30, ~~y, 1903.
Mi.ss Stewart relates the story of her first ascent of
Mount Whitney, made when she was six years old (August
19, 1899). She was the youngest member of the Mt. Whitney
Club.
Stewart, George W., "Mt. Whitney, n Mt.. Whitney Club Journal,
1:79, May, 1903.

Stewart relates one version o£ the Indian legend that
l>1ount Whitney was known to the Indians o£ that area as
"Tu-ma.n-1-go-ya."

'

Treat, Jessie McGolvary, "The Kern Rive·r Outing of' 1916,"
Sierra Club Bulletin, 10:170-8, January, 1917.

!

175 Sierra Club members made an ascent of Mount Whitney
during their annual outing in m~d-July, 1916.
Wallace, w. B., rrA Night on Mt. \'lhitney,"
Journal, 1:1-12, May, 1902.

-~·

Whitney Club

This is a description of Reverend Wallace's trip to
Mount Whitney in August 1881. Various events of a meeting with the Langley expedition are recounted. The
Indian. legend of Mount \fui tney being called "Too-mangoo-yah" is first told in this article •

.

"Wedding of the Waters ,n Westways, 29 !16-17, December, 1937.
This is a report of the celebration of the establishment
of a highway link between Mount Whitney and Death Valley.
A feature of the occasion was the transportation of water
from Lake Tuleinyo to .Bad Water.
Weimer, ·c 1aud.e , "Mt. Whitney," Education, 53:362, February,

1933.

~Whitney Pass and an
29," Sierra~

I
!

' 1I

Ascent of Mount Whitney in Winter, 1927Bulletin, 2.3:107, February, 1938.

This is a story of attempts to climb Mount \'lhitney in
F·e bruary and March of 1927, and a final successful ascent on March 20, 1.929.
Willard, Walter, "Blazing the Motor Trail to Whitney," ~unset
35:861-8, November, 1915.
·
'
Willard. reports a publicity stunt, taking a motor vehicle
to the summit of Mount Whitney,.

\
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Wycoff, William c., "Sunlight Mysteries," Harpers Magazine,
. 67:81-94, June, 188).
This is an excellent report to the layman concerning the
Langley expedition to Mount Whitney and the results of
their research on Solar Heat.

PUBLICATIONS OF LEARNED ORGANIZATIONS
Brackett, F. P., "The Smiths·onian Expedition to c·a lifomia
for Measurement of Nocturnal Radiation," Publication of
the Astronomical Societ~ of Pomona College, Vol. 3 1 No.
r,-oct.ober, 1913, .PP• 1 -19·.
Brackett reports on a scientific expedition to measure
nocturnal radiation on Mount Whitney. This was an extension of the research on solar heat conducted by
Langley in 1881 and some early research on cosmic rays.
Further information on this expedition is available in
the Smiths-onian Miscellaneous Co.l lection, Vol. 65, 1915.

Campbelll W. WA, "On the Spectrum of Mars," Publications£!
the stronomical Societx of the Paci£ic, Vol. 21, No.
128, October 10, 1909, pp:-2UI=4.
This article is about an expedition to Mount Whitney in
1909 £or the purpose of determining the amount of water
vapor in the atmosphere of the planet Mars. A more comprehensive account of the same material by the same author
may be found. in the Lick Observatory Bulletin,_ Vol. 5,.
PP• 149·-69A.
Goodyear, W. A., "On the Situation and Altitude of Mount
Whitney," Proceedings £f ~California Academi £[
Sciences, Vol. 5. San Francisco, California: California
Academy of Sciences, 1873-74, .PP• 139-44.
Goodyear report·s of the error in the accepted location
of f.1:ount \'lhitney and the fact that King did not climb
the highest peak of the Sierra Nevada Range in 1871.
- - - - , "On the Height of Mount '"~hi tney," Proceedin.e:s of
~ California Academi of Sciences, Vol. 5. San~ran

cisco, California: CalifOrnia Academy of Sciencesr 187374, PP• 173-4.

This second report is a correction of Mr. Goodyear's
.Previous statement on the location and altitude of . ~fount
Whitney.•
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Millikan, R. A., "High Frequency Rays of Cosmic Origin,"
Proceedip:s of the Nat.ional Academy of' Sciences, Vol. 12.
Easton, ennsylvania: Mach Printing COmpany, 1926, pp.

48-55·.

Millikan reports on cosmic ray studies carried on in part
at Muir Lake, ~der the -b row of Mount Whitney.•
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS
Abbot, C. G., "A Shelter for Observers on Mount Whitney,"
Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collection, No. 1886,

52:499-506.

This article provides details of the construction of the
shelter for observers on Mount Whitney .. Included are
sketches of the floor plan and method of securing permission· to use the fac.ility.
-------~

"Report on the Astrophysical Observation," Annual
Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution,~ Washington., n.c.:united States Government

~rintlng-nr£ice,

1911.

62-9 PP•

·

This is a report on the determination of the solar constant made from simultaneous observations at Mount Wilson
and Mount Whitney.

-------, "The Radiation of the Sun," Annual Report£! the

Board . ~ Regents of ~ Smithsonian Institution, 1~.
Washington, D.c.:· United States Government PrlntingQffice, 1912 • . 153-65 pp.
·

Abbot gives a final summary o£ the results of the 1909,
1910, and 1911 expeditions to Mount Whitney to determine
the solar constant.
-------, "The Solar Constant of Radiation," Annual Report of
the Board~ Regents ~ the Smithsonian Instltut~on, l2!Q.
Washington, D.c.: United States Government Print.1 ng O.ffice, 1910. 319-28 pp.
Abbot cites preliminary studies and trips t o the Whitney
area for the purpose of determining the solar c~nstant.
Angstrom~

Anders K., "A Study of the Radiatio~ of the ~tmos
phere," Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collect1.on, 65·: 1-158,
1915 • .

.
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This study reports on nocturnal radiation measurements
taken on Mount Whitney in 1913. The report also includes
an appendix on meteorological observations made by the
expedition.. Some of the data on radiation is· also
covered by Brackett in Publications of the Astronomical
Society .2!: Pomona College, Oct·o·b er, 1'9'1~
Knopf, Adolph, "A Geologic Reconnaissance o:f the Inyo Range
and the Eastern Slope of the Southern Sierra Nevada_,
California," Professional Paper No. 110, United States
Geological Survey. Washington, n7c.:United States
Government Printing Office, 1918. 1.30 pp.
This is a brief coverage o:f the Whitney area that does
lead. to some understanding of the geology of the region
east and south of Whitney.
Langley, Samuel P., "Experimental Detennination of Wave
Lengths in the Invisible Prismatic Spectrum," .Memoirs 2!
the _National Academy of Sciences, Vol. 2. Washington,
i'J':C.: United State.s Government Printing Office, 1884.
147-62 pp.
Langley reports a new method of measuring wave lengths in
an unknown cold band wave discovered during the Mount
Whitney observations in lg81.
- - - , "Researches on Solar Heat," Professional Papers £!
the Signal Service, Vol. 1.5. Washington, D•.C.: United
States-aovernment Printing Office, 188~. 242 pp.
Wheeler, George M., Report Up n the United States Geographical Survers ~ of the ne~ndredth Meridian, Vol. I.
Washington, ~.c.: United States· Government Printing Office, 1889. -7SO PP•

0

Volume I gives early official reports on location, altitude and naming of Mount Whitney.
, Report gpon the United States Geographical Surveys
HUiiaredth Meridian, Vol. VI. Washington,
D.C.: United States Government Printing Office, 1889.
434 pp.

~ of~~

In volume VI, .Dr. Rothrock gives excellent descriptions
or botanical specimens discovered in the Whitney region
and valuable clues to the low~ring of the timber line in
the high Sierra.

United States Mi.litarz Reservations, National Cemeteries ~
Military Parks.. Washington, D.C.: United States Government Printing Office, 1916. 544 PP•

· ---- -· -
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STATE GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS
The Journal or- the Assembly During the Twenty-Second Session

of the Legislature of the State of California, 1877-8.
Sacramento, California: State Printing Office, 1878.
921 PP•

-The Journal of the Senate During the Twenty-Second Session
of the Legislature of the State- of California, 1877-8.
Sac-ramento-, Califo-r nia: State Printing Office-, 1878.
662 pp.
Whitney, Josiah Dwight, Geological Survey of California, Vol.
1. Philadelphia: Caxton Press of Sherman and Company,
1865. 498 pp.
This survey records the first sighting of Mount Whitney
in 1864, King's attempts to climb the mountain
in the same year, and a ·description of the peak.-

by Brewer

UNPUBLISHED MATERIALS

nFirst-order Leveling, Tulare to Lone Pine, California,n
United States Coast- and Geodetic Survey, May -3 , 1944.
Los Angeles: Coast and Geodetic Survey Office, [n.d~
8 pp. ( varityped_}

Howell, John Thomas, ttBase Camp Botany, 1949," Sierra Club
Publication, San Francisco, Cali.forni_a, 1949. 26 pp.
This- is a mimeographed article of the Sierra Club that
gives an -e xcellent -description of botanical specimens
in the Whi-t ney region. Dr. Howell is at the California
Museum of Natural Sciences, San Francisco, California.
National Park Service Records, Ash Mountain Headquarters,
Kings Canyon~Sequoia National Parks, Three Rivers,
California.
·
These £iles of this park headquart~rs contain numerous
references to Mount Whitney. The most important ones
are listed below:
Die,h l, John H., "A R-econnaissance Survey for the

High Sierra Trail from Merton Creek to Mount Whitney "
December 10, 1929.
~
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This is a typed report of the survey with recommendations for improvement of the existing portions of the
trail and new portions or changes in the routing.
Letter,
Letter,
Letter,
Letter,
Letter,

April 30, 1930
May 2, 1930
June 14~ 1930
June 21, 1930
October ?l 1930

This correspondence refers to the dedication of a
plaque on the summit of Whitney, September 6, 1930.
This ceremony was to celebrate the completion of the
present Mount Whitney Trail.
Seigel,. Donald G., "Clarence King -- - A Biographical and Analytical Study." Unpublished Master·'s thesis, The University of Washington, Seatt.le, Washingto.n, 1950.
St·ewart, G. W., "Mt. Whitney Region." Unpublished manuscript.
Mount Whitne,Y ·Club File, Tulare County Library, Visalia,.
California Ln.d~.

This manuscript ·tells some of the early history of the
Whitney region on the western side, of the first white
settlers and some Indian lore. It is one of the few
George W. Stewart items outside the Stewart collection
at the Bancroft Library. It would seem a good thought
to have a copy join the Bancroft Coll~ction.
Wales., F. H., "Prc::.posed Trip to Mount Whitney" (Handbill
printed for· the author).
The handbill proposed a guided tour to Mount Whitney;
its probable publication date was 1882.
Woodman, Ruth, "Man Against the Mountain."

Radio Script.

The script was written ror Batten, Barton, Durstine and
Osborne., Inc., advertising agents for E. ·I. duPont
deNemours . and Co. _, Inc. It was broadcast February 17,
1947 on Cavalcade of America through the National Broadcasting Company.
NEWSPAPERS
.Listed in order of their geographical proximity to Mount
Whitney and their importance as reference sources for
this study.
.
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Inyo Independent (Bishop, California), July 9, 1870 to June

26, 1875.

This period covers the first five· volumes of this newspaper, and may be found at the Huntington Library,
Pasadena, Calif-ornia.
- - -. , June 27, 1874 to June 15, 1878.
These volumes are available at the Inyo Independent office, Bishop, California.
Copies of this publication for the period June 22, 1878
to Jun.e 17 ,_ 1882 are n.o t available.
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- - - , June 24, 1882 to December JO, 1910.
Available at the Inyo Independent office, Bishop, California.
Copies of this publication for the period January, 1911
to December, 1913 are not availab-l e.

Inyo CountJ Refister (Bishop, California}, April 4, 1885 to
_ April o, 947.
Available at the ~ .Independent office, Bishop, Cali.fornia.
Both of the above publications have been cited frequently
in this paper. The writer has carefully searched these
volumes .for every reference to Mount Whitney; however,
many of the re.ferences were of passing importance. All
of the important items have been individually credited
in the- body o.f the paper.
}\it. Whitney Observer -(Lone Pine, California), January .3,
-- 1924 to August 16, 1930.
Thi.s paper was published at the gateway city to Mount
Whitney and is available at the Inyo County Library,
I-ndepend-ence, California. The dates of publication do
not include any of the ma-jor events in the history o.f
the mountain; nonetheless, it was thoroughly searched
for pertinent infonn-a tion. The information has been
credited where applicable to this study.
Owen-s Valley News-Letter (Independence, California), July 1,
1881 to October 29, 1881.

J
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Copies of this newspaper are available at the Huntington
-Library, Pasad·e na, California. It is the only· newspaper
available that was published during the time or the
Langley expediti.o n to .Mount Whitney.
Visalia (California) Delta.
A clipping noting the death of Byrd Surby on Mount
Whitney was found in the Mount Whitney file of the Tulare
County Library, Visalia, Cali.fo·rnia. A penciled notation
on the clipping indic-ated t .h at it was taken from the
Delta, July 27, 1904. The county librarian was not aware
of any existing files of this publication in which the
writer could verify the penciled credit information.
Woodlake Echo
A single copy of this paper is in the Mount Whitney file
of the Tulare County Library, Visalia, California.
Sacramento Daily Record Union
Sacramento Union
San Francisco Chronicle
San Fran·cisco I>aily Evening Bulletin
San Francisco Daill Evening Post
San Francisco Morn ng_Call
The above listed group of six newspapers were studied
for references to Mount Whitney when that mountain was
of particular newsworthy impo-rtance_, i.e., the ·t .ime of
its discovery by Clarence King, t ·he times of both ascents
by Clarence King, the Langley expedition, and others.
Credit was given in ·the body of this paper when items
were discovered that added more detailed information than
was available in the Owens Valley or Visalia-Tulare area
publications. All of ·these papers are available at the
California State Library, Sacramento, California, either
in original copies or micro film.

